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EVANGELIST IS "CANNED"
JEFF-JOHNSOPhoenix, Arte., Jan. 13. Acting
N
upon the advice of Marshal Moore and"
to save himself from physical violence
at the hands of outraged citizens, the
honor of whose wives and daughters
he had pjublicly attacked in the vilest
manner, "Rev." King, who advertised
himself as the
Evange
WILL list" and as the "Luther of Canada", SAN FRANCISCO
RUMOR
SAYS
left hurriedly last evening for Pres-cot- t.
OF
TEX RICKARD IS BEHIND
He was accompanied by a comSUCH A MOVE
panion and booster of herculean phy
sical proportions whom he la believed
MEASURES to retain as a bodyguard.
BIG NEGRO GORILLA WILLING

RADICALS PLEDGE

Washington, Jan. 13. Fighting for
us nie, tne standard Oil company,
through Its attorneys late yesterday
argued before the supreme court of
the United States against the pro
posed dissolution of the Standard
Oil company of New Jersey
For
TO
three hours, John G. Milburn of New
York, addressed the court. Today
Frank B. Kellogg of Minnesota, pre PROGRESSIVE
SENATORS
sented the government's side of the
WORK FOR APPROVAL
controversy. The arguments will not
CONSTITUTION
be finished until next Tuesday
FIRE
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MONEY FOR ARTILLERY
wasnington, Jan. 13. The house
committee on military affairs haa ad
ded $770,000 for field artillery for or
ganized militia to the army appropria
tion bill and reported the bill to the
house. The measure carries $92,811,st. ine field artillery provision
which will enable the supply of four
field guns to every one thousand
rifles, is an outgrowth of the recent
movement for placing the country in ROBERT CALDWELL FIGURED
a greater state of military prepared
SENSATIONAL
DRUCE
ness.
WILL CASE

AFFIDAVIT MAKER

SUCCUMBS IN
ASYLUM

IN

CANCELS COAL ENTRIES
HIS BRAINWAS TWISTED
beattle, Wash., Jan. 13- - District
Jludge Cornelius Hanflord
directed
yesterday, in the United States court, AIENISTS DECLARED THIS MADE
tnat a decree be entered by which
HIM SECOND BARON
the title to coal lands in King counMUNCHAUSEN
ty owned by the Washington Securi
.i
,
" company, De cancelled and restored to the United States govern PHYSICAL ANDMENTAL WRECK
ment.

ashington, Jan. 13. Thousands of
BOURNE
TO
LEAD
BONANZA
MINING
records and documents in pension SENATOR
PROMOTER
AVIATORS
SUPERSTITIOUS
EXCEPTION WERE HORRIBLY
cases were destroyed this morning In
FIGHT IN WASHINGTON FOR
HAS
ALREADY
SECURED
San Francisco, Jan. 13. Rains of
a fire that originated In the office of
MANGLED
FEDERAL O. K.
FROM BLACK
the past two days have so mired the
the United States pension agency. In
aviation grounds, rendering ascent by
the pension bureau building.
THE ENGINEER WAS TO BLAME
TELEGRAM IS SENT TO HUNT the birdmen both difficult and haz
NOW UP TO
ardous, that the aviation committee
SUTHERLAND IS ENDORSED
announced yesterday
evening that
OFFICIALS
DECLARE HE DISRE-- t
Salt Lake City, Jan. 13. The nom PRESIDENT OF THE PHOENIX there would be no further attempts to NEGOTIATIONS SAID TO HAVE
FOR TWO YEARS HE HAD
GARDED BLOCK SIGNALS AND
bfpm
CONVENTION RECEIVES PER
PERFECT CORONATION PLANS
fly before tomorrow.
REACHED THE POINT OF
ination of George Sutherland to serve
Today, being
DEPENDENT INVALID END
COLLISION RESULTED
13.
London,
Jan.
The executive
SONAL ASSURANCE
a second term as United States' senFriday, the 13th, several of .he aviFINAL CONSUMMATION
CAME IN NEW YORK
committee having In charge the plans
ators declared against a continuance
ator from Utah was made unanimous
relative
to
of the meet on hoodoo day, even If
the coronation of King
n
Batavia, N. Y., Jan.
a col- last night by the republican legislaGlobe, Ariz., Jan. 13. President
San Francisco, Jan. 13 The Chron
New York, Jan. 13. Robert Cald
George met yesterday and completed
lision between two passenger trains tive caucus.
and
conditions
ground
Hunt of the recent Arizona constitu weather
'
icle today says:
tentative
on the New York Central line at
well,
known as the "great American
favorable.
arrangements.
proved
tional convention, today made public
"Tex Rickard Is contemplating
Batavia, early today, at least four
affidavit maker," who figured as the
a telegram received last night from
return engagement betkeen Jack
persons were killed and fourteen InWashington, signed by Senators
principal witness in the famous Druce
Johnson
jured, three fatally. Among the Inand Jim Jeffries. He already BIG NOISE WILL
Bristow, Clapp, Cummins, CANADIAN PACIFIC
will case, died here today after an ill
jured are Mrs. Catherine Higgiand
Dixon and Brown, saying they would
has the promise of Johnson to sign
ness of more than two years. He died
her son, Thomas HIgglns, of Rich
Senator
Bourne
the
in
join
for
struggle
such a bout and he gradually is
DEAD
STATESMAN
in
the city asylum for the Insane, suf
land, N. M. Their Injuries are not
to obtain the approval of the Arizona
START NEXT WEEK fering
working to the point where ihe exserious.
from an undefined mental and
constitution. Thevtelegram reads:
pects to secure the consent of Jef
One train was standing; on the sid
"The undersigned wish to assure
physical disease, which many months
fries. Rickard is not prepared at the
HUNDREDS
VIEWED
SENATOR
ing when the Western Express, run- you that the popular government feat- HUGE
BEGINNING MONDAY
ago left him a complete wreck withto
time
make
CONSTITUannounce
present
IN
MOUNTAINS
DRIFTS
any
lng a little late, crashed Into the HUGHES' BODY WHILE IT LAY turea of the Arizona constitution, par
ment of his plans, but it is understood
out hope of recovery.
TION
ADVOCATES
ALONG THIS RAILROAD LINE
WILL
IN STATE AT CAPITOL
rear end of It, telescoping the rear
referendum
ticularly the initiative,
that he has the scheme we" in hand."
The Druce case Involved the prop
STUMP ENTIRE COUNTY
Pullman and smashing the day coach
HALT TRAFFIC
and recall will receive our hearty
into a mass of debris. Those killed
erty and t,5tle that Lord Howard De- Denver, Jan. 13. From 11 until
support."
Next
IN
were crushed to death in their o clock today, the body of the late
TROUBLE
week
walden inherited from his father, the
of
the
every
precinct
Vancouver, B. C, Jan. 13. While
13. John Da- county will be visited by
Jan.
Bozeman,
Mont.,
berths.
speakers
fifth duke of Portland. According to
United States Senator Charles J.
snow
the
blockades
been
have
relieved
CARRIE NATION ALL IN
vis, whom the authorities believe to who will talk in favor of the consti
With one exception the bodies of Hughes, lay in state in the rotunda
alienists who had been studying Cald
in
British
13.
Canadian
Pa
the
Jan.
Columbia,
Eureka Springs, Ark.,
be "Butch Cassidy," the notorious tution and urge on the people the
fine passengers in the wreckage of of the eapltol.
steady stream of Mrs. Carrie Nation, the pioneer Kan cific Is having great trouble in the bandit and his
well's case, he ws affected with a
companion. Qua Hen necessity for voting at the election for
the sleeping car "were so mutilated as people passed by the open casket, sas saloon
smasher, suffered a ner mountains. The best snow .fighters derson, were arraigned before United the adoption or rejection of that do- twist" of the brain which, made him
to make identification very difficult. during' those hours, to take a last vous
veritable second Baron Mnnohattsen.
collapse at ner nomef nere eariy in the Canadian Pacific service are States Commissioner Smith today, cument a week, from tomorrow. ProAn official statement .fixes the re- look at the features of the dead sen
oeleto-tel
today. Her condition is such that on the ground trying to get traffic charged with robbing the poato-- floes minent republicans of Lm Vegas are differing- only tram fcrt-- t
In that he believed all the
to
to
the
character
constitution
sponsibility for the collision on En-- ator. At 1 o'clock Governor Shafroth, Mrs. Nation expresses the fear that to
the
carry1
gospel
and
at
Mont.,
Logan,
Monarch,
Wyo.,
moving but so far their efforts have
Governor
of the county. Secundlno Action of his distorted brain, Btranjra
glneer 3. B. LAndeU of the express Lieutenant
Fitzgerald, her career as a temperance lecturer been
uimaUable. The temperature Both men were bound over to the fed residents Charles
W. Q. Ward, Charles and Impossible though it were.
Romero,
train, who it Is asserted, disobeyed Speaker of the House George Mc-- and active enemy of Intoxicants, Is at Field last night was forty-two
toe- - eral court.
the block signals.
Spless, Margarlto Romero, and
Lachlan, four members of tie senate ended.
low zero with a bitter wind blowing
many other prominent men of Las Ve
and ten members of the houae ana
and enow tailing.
gas will be assigned to speak, in the OPPOSITION SPLIT;
the state supreme court, escorted the
BANKER
NOTED
various
precincts. A schedule Is now
to
the
casket
the
from
capitol
HILLED
EIGHTEEN
SECOND JANUARY RAIN
drawn
up for tours of the coun- CRAM
YOU
OH
being
STUDENT,
Hughes home on Grant avenue, where
LODGESEEMS SAFE
is
It
the Intention of the speak
Cram! Cram! Cram! This is the
the funeral services were held at 2
DEAD
LONDON
OF
constitution.
the
to.
ers
favoring
HISTORY
speak
IN COUNTY'S
o'clock. These services were private
IN BOMBAY RIOTS order of business among the studgnfs
The necessity for the polling of a
of the Normal university at present
FOES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
and attended only by the family and
vote also will be urged upon the
large
r
examinations
Next week the
After the services
friends.
intimate
SENAOR CANNOT AGREE ON A
BARON SWAYTHLING PROMINENT people. It is likely that Judge ClarLAST NIGHT'S SHOWER SURPRISE
the body was conveyed to Falrmount MUHARRAM
THERE are scheduled to occur. They mark
FESTIVAL
A CANDIDATE
ence J. Roberts will make several
S
FINANCIER FOR OVER HALF
OF VAST
TO
the conclusion of some of the subjects
cemetery, Its final resting place.
ATTENDED BY USUAL CLASH
constitution
the
speeches favoring
A CENTURY
BENEFIT
and unless the students get a passBETWEEN CLANS
Boston, 'Jan. 13. The effort of the
during the three opening days of next
the
will
have
erade
ins
likely
they
in the nearby precincts
members of the legislademocratic
week
MERE BABE OPERATED ON
the study again
London, Jan. 13. Baron Swaythpleasure of
To the surprise of the
to agree upon some candidate in
ture
13. lEighteen
Tucumcari, N. M., Jan. 13. The Inper
Jan.
howBombay,
next
of
Most
the
students,
year.
ling, a banker, died here yesterday.
of San Miguel county rain fell in fant of Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Hopkins, six sons were Killed ana iwemj-wu- r
Cabot Lodge
MURDERED CHILD IDENTIFIED opposition to Henry
ever, are doing good work and are He was 78 years old.
It
last
,
night.
here
considerable quantity
13. Rela- - failed at a conference late yesterday
weeks old. was operated upon
N.
Jan.
Schenectady,
others wounded during yesterdays not worrying a great deal about
the
Montague
were enabled by
was stated this morning that the rain yesterday for appendicitis. The child rioting. As usual, the occasion of
Examinations first Baron Swaythling; was born De tlves believe that the child found but the members
in
subject.
any
flunking
an
of
the
to
effects
ballot
an
the
informal
from
near
recovered
in
yesa
give their perabout
dead
which
festival
swamp
Albany
brought
the Muharram
of last night was the second
are given at the Normal every six cember 12, 1832, and was the son of
as doing
Is
and
aesthetic
sonal
who
was
and
reported
and
Sunnites
preferences.
apparently
the
between
terday,
clash
be
month
the late Louis Samuel, a watchmaker,
has ever occurred during the
weeks, so thut the students have
John K.
well. This is the first report in this Shiahs and the troops were called out
Former
Congressman
killed by acid forced down his throat,
come sufficiently well acquainted with of Liverpool.
of January in the history of San Mi
one
on
received
an
the
of
such
of
of
was
Worcester,
operation
were
Melber,
vicinity,
George
Thayer,
compellorder.
to
restore
They
them to realize their ability to get
For more than fifty years he con
guel county. But, however much sur so
The baby's father, S. T. ed to fire several volleys into the
identified most votes, although his total was
have
Relatives
thia
young.
city.
when
were
until
troublesome
quesducted business in London and
the best of the
prised the
Honkina. 13 editor of the Tucumcari mobs.
him from a picture.
only 19 out of 96 ballots cast. The
tions. The second term's work will September, 1909, was head of the
they discovered the falling rain, their Sun and Is also city clerk.
decided that it was useconference
e
of
&
not be concluded until the middle
banking firm of
pleasure at the unexpected moisture
to
less
proceed further on these
SHORT LINE SURVEYED
March.
was great.
company.
a regular party caucus
and
13.
The
N!
lines,
Jan.
Fort Sumner,
M.,
WOULD
In 1894 he was permitted to as MONTANANS
The rain will do, a great deal of
next Monday.
for
broken
have
camp
Fe
REVELRY
Santa
MUCH
surveyors
TOO
Montto
be only
sume the sir names of Samuel
good and it is believed
conference
The
developed a sharp
line
from
here, after completing their
the forerunner of heavier precipitaague and was created a baronet, and
CONFIRMATION contest at the start, when an effort
BLOCK
LABORERS
SIX
understood
is
It
Las
generally
Vegas.
in 1907 he was elevated to the peer
tions. The rainfall amounted to .16
AT INAUGURAL BALL
was made to turn the affair into a
by those who have watched the work
inches. On the mesa, however, in
age, taking the title of Baron Swayto bind those present
men
that
with
the
they
and talked
FILED WITH SENATE caucus and
the dry farming district, much
thling of Swaythling county, South- CHARGES
BLAST
in last fall's demoa
than
plank
this
an
easier
way
REPfound
Ingrade
TEXAS
to
(reports FOR THIS REASON
more water fell, according
COMMITTEE AGAINST NEWLY
ampton. The baron took a great
which
cratic
pledged the
toplatform,
they did via Vaughn. In addit'on
terest in advancing Jewish and other
brought to the city by farmers
RESENTATIVE WANTED SOCIAL
APPOINTED JUDGE
vote
Senator
to
members
the
against
of
the
Irrigated
rapid development
and in founding new
day. Chaperito also reports a good
FEATURE DISAPPROVED
AT institutions,
EXPLOSION
were present 117 out
There
a
PREMATURE
but
makeB
It
Lodge.
town
below
beis
valley
It
rain as does Los Conchas.
synagogues.
Washington, Jan. 13. Charges fil of 126 members of the minority party
matter of a few years till a spur will .PRINCE RUPERT, B. C, CAUSES
lieved the rain was general all over
13.
Declaring
Jan.
with the senate committee on ju of the legislature.
ed
Tex.,
Austin,
to
here
from
south
needed
be
tap
FRIGHTFUL DISASTER
the county. No drop In temperature that on past occasions there had been
TEMPERATURE GOES SKYWARD
diciary against the confirmation of
When this proposal was made sevthese farms.
13. The
accompanied the rain.
Deadwood, S. D., Jan.
William Hunt, now serving as eral members threatened to leave
Bacchanalian'" revelry land urging
Judge
Prince Rupert, B. C Jan. 13. Six temperature here rose 52 degrees In associate justice of the court of cus- and after several minutes debate
that the use of the hall of the house
ACCIDENT DELAYED NO. 10
were killed and 20 minutes today, mounting from 15 toms
laborers
railroad
of representatives be withheld, Rep
DEMAND FOR TEACHERS
appeals who was appointed by
was laid on the table.
Santa Fe train No. 10, due here
in a premature degrees below zero to 40 degrees President Taft as an additional circuit
counone
Injured
fatally
leaves the democratic
time since he resentative Stamps of Ups'uaw
result
The
from the west at 1:45 was over an
For the twenty-firs- t
wind was the judge for the Ninth circuit, for service
of a blast on tho urana above. A chinook
resolution hour late
in the legislature far frurx
'
opposition
has been president of the New Mexico tv. weterdav introduced a
today. A drawbar pulled explosion
'
near this cause- Trunk Pacific
on the new commerce court, were the agreed upon any candidate agair--t
Normal University Dr. Frank H. H. in the house disapproving the gover out at Chapelle and caused the delay.
of the
force
The
late
yesterday.
inball.
city
subject of an executive hearing yes- Senator Lodge but the leaders exnor's inaugural
Roberts this morning received an
was such that four men
after
defeated
was
explosion
School
resolution
terday.
The
the
of
pressed a hope that the next few
quiry as to .the ability
were hurled into the harbor with the DIRECT ELECTION
land
are
Hunt's
In advocacy HEAVIEST
SNOWFALL
discussion.
opponents
can
Judge
acrimonious
who
speak
teachers
furnish
to
days would bring about concerted acdedebris.
owners in the Vicinity of Anaconda, tion.
Mr. Stamps
Spanish and are capable of teaching of the resolution,
clared he had been Informed that
SENATORS LIKELY Mont., who say that their lands were
The entire twenty-on-e
in English.
HISTORY
IN NEVADA
Intoxicants were
ruined by the fumes from the Anacon
states
and
other
other
BANKER--- A
from
come
PEACE
SUICIDE
whiskey
URGES
have
TAFT
MR.
Inquiries
the
of
smelters.
da
them
e,
the
of
evening
consumed
during
on Npv Mexico. Many
Jan. 13. John
Colfax,
Wash.,
13.
Scientific
Jan.
Washington,
TEST VOTE WAS 42 TO 17 ON MO
was on the. district
a
Hunt
was
it
LEVEL
that
public
and
Colorado,
THE
Judge
recent
ON
ball
in
DEEP
officials
TWO
FEET
John
school
of
the
St,
vice
were from
president
progress was made yesterday for the
bench in Montana in 1905 when the State bank, committed suicide here
TION TO AVOID CONSIDERAtwo disgrace and should be stopped.
AND TWELVE FEET IN THE
The inquiries demonstrate
tariff co
a
of
permanent
oreatlon
land owners began proceedings for late
apeak-in- g
TION OF RESOLUTION
yesterday by scooting himself
MOUNTAINS
':
things; the demand for Spanish
.
missiondamages against the smelting com through the head with a revolver-Terhune- 's
teachers is increasing and there
In
President
did
MEN
Tait,
Not
1,000
EMPLOY
TO
only
e
two sons, Harry and Hugh,
na
Is a wide field open to the native peo-rJWashington, Jan. 13. By a vote of pany.
Reno, Nev. Jan. 13. The present an address at the banquet of the
Tex., Jan. 13. If weather
El
themPaso,
will
fit
who
Mexico
who are cashier and assistant cashier
en17 to 42 the senate today refused to
of New
openly
tariff
me
commission,
tional
within
heaviest
Is
the
soon be snow fall
MAY" YET HONOR PEARY
The Normal Uni conditions permit there will
of the bank, found a note on the
1vp9 for teaching.
than proceed with the
men at work on the mory in this district. Snow has been Anna tho Lonworth bill, character adjourn, rather
1,000
more
than
work
among
13. The Bates bill banker's desk which their father Kad
Jan.
resolution
the
of
consideration
pro
Washington,
versity has done good
measure1
a
as
"conciliatory
hours izing it
Butte dam. Although the re falling for the past thirty-sithe Spanish speaking young people of Elephant service is not at the pros and it is two feet deep on the level embodying all the important features viding for the election of U. S. sen providing for the elevation of Captain written, stating he intended to kill
clamation
broaden
to
the territory. It wishes
to make the com- ators by a direct vote of the peopla, Robert B. Peary to the rank of rear himself and that his body could r e
ent time considering applications for here. A depth of twelve feet has that are necessary
thia work. It's up to the native young
but
Overearly today re Senator Hale made the motion. The admiral in recognition of his attain- found in the coal shed at the rear
mission
effective,"
Calif.
letters are received daily been recorded at Truckee,
many
labor,
to
qualiwish
If
ment of the North Pole, was reported of the bank. No cause was given or
and
women,
they
tne
Pacific is summoned the republican memoers friends of the measure claim it was
to take at headquarters from men who are land traffic on the Union
will
resolution
and
the
vote
that
test
favorably to the house today by the is known for bis act. .He leaves
them
and
House
White
fy for good teaching positions
on
the to the
urged
anxious to secure work on the pro at a standstill until the drifts
widow and two sons.
committee on naval affairs.
be adopted.
advantage of the facilities offered
to harmonize their differences-- .
summit of the Sierra's are cleared.
ject
them by the Normal.
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ARMY OFFICERS LONG TRAINING IRRIGATION

TRIP IN SPRING

ARE SHIFTED

HAS

LAS VEGAS

'

MADE PROGRESS
has a climate of unsurpassed healthful-nes- s
without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300
days of Bunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain streams or from well of no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen inches, average, occurring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generalmoisture.
of
loam
retentive
ly sandy
especially
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
wnere conditions are equally good.
corn and
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes,
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
suc"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, u proving to be
cessful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surroundthe
city Is now being constructed.
ing
showMining developments in the adjacent mountains are
It
of
stone
quality
superior
values.
Building
ing up very promising
nearby.
quarried
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent
grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost
Stock raising is a profitable business.
In this National
A great natural pleasure ground abound
Forest, with Us grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
,
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of tho city are
open all the year for health or pleasure seekers.
H1S VICINITY

RETIREMENT OF MAJOR GENERAL
DUVALL

CAUSES

N NEW HEX

FOR PIRATES

AROUND

FRED

MANAGER

TO

CLARK

SEMBLE HIS 1911 TEAM TWO
WEEKS EARLIER

NUMEROUS

CHANGES

AS-

IN BIENCONTAINED
TERRITOOF
REPORT
NIAL
RIAL ENGINEER AMAZING

FIGURES

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 13. Figures
Pittsburg, Jan. 13. The hardest
Washington, Jan. 13. Some imstand-patte- r
business on the progress of irrigation in New
in
the
shelled
portant changes among the general
will sometimes change policy. Fred Mexico during the past two years tak
officers of hlgty rank in the army
erick Clareton Clarke, the Kansas
wen, into effect today as a result farmer who directs the affairs" of the en from the second biennial report of
former Territorial Engineer Vernon
of the letirement of Major General
Pirates, has always been
WiVlUm F. Duvall, who has been in opposed to long training
trips and L. Sullivan, are a revelation.
Secretary H. B. Hening, of the Bu
command of the division of the Phil- numerous exhibition games. He has
the
all
preliminary reau of Immigration says progress
ippines tince the beginning of 1909. ever argued that
General Duvall is succeeded in com- - work needed by athletes was just will be much greater under statehood.
mard of the Philippines division by enough to take away the stiffness and His statement is based on the actual
from running,
Major General J. Franklin Bell, for soreness which results
after a few correspondence received by that de
and
batting
throwing,
mer chief of staff. The vaaency
two or partment from responsible parties in
and
that
caused in the list of major generals months' idleness,
in
the
exhibition
spring terested in irrigated lands In New
three
games
is
retirement
by General tDuvall's
were
plenty.
Mexico.
filied by the promotion of Brigadier
Considerable surprise was express'
The report of former Engineer Sulli
General Charles L. Hodges, now in
fans
therefore,
the
ed
here,
among
van, which is a long one and liberally
command of the department of the
Clark illustrated, shows an astounding in
Lakes at Chicago, and to fill this vac- when it became known that
has declared in favor of a longer crease In the number of applications
KRobert
Evms,
ancy Co'tnel
of spring training for the 1911 for water rights which is amazing
period
Twenty eighth Infantry, has been apand that he has also do
To those who do not realize the
pointed a brigadier general. General Buccaneers, more
minor
with
to
cided
games
play
vast
strides made in putting water on
Hodjjes will retire in March, end
a
than
Pitts
clubs
of
strength
league
lands during the past few
the
arid
Brigadier General Arthur Murray,
has indulged in for years, this report will prove an eye- present clief of coast artillerv, wMl burg aggregation
many years.
opener.
then vecome a major general.
According to Clarke's schedule, the
"The work outlined and the acreage
was
who
General
Duvall,
Major
locals will mobilize on Maroh 7, which covered in the engineer's report is
placed on the retired list of the army
is almost two weeks earlier than only part of that now in contemplatoday on account of age, leaves behind him an enviable record for ef- they left for the south a year ago. tion," said Secretary Hening in discus
one or two of the sing the report. "The beginning of
ficient and faithful service. General The pitchers and
to go. They work on many new enterprises is held
Duvall is a native of Maryland and a catchers will be the first
will
at
West
Ind., for up largely on account of the unsettled
Baden,
gather
graduate of the West Point academy
.,a statehood
where
a
out,
boiling
preliminary
situation. I believe that
secof the class of 1869. Appointed
be
will
few
later
joined
they
days
the admission of New Mexico as a
ond lieutenant, Fifth artillery, In that
and
outfielders, state will have the immediate effect
the inflelders
year, he reached the grade of first by
active charee of starting construction on most of
then
Clarke
will
take
from
1877.
He
in
lieutenant
graduated
and see Oat all the them. I refer to bona fide projects
the Artillery school in 1892 and In of the squad,
of the healthful backed by responsible men who are
men
drink
plenty
1898 was made captain of artillery.
ready to do business.
When the war with Spain began he water at the Indiana spa.
are slated to re
The
The immigration bureau office is
was selected as major inspector genuntil
March
West
main
Baden
at
a great many letters - from
havreceiving
after
In
1899,
eral of volunteers.
make
getwill
their
when
17,
they
promoters of irrigation projects, who
ing been made lieutenant colonel be
That
for
Louis.
St
away
evening
say flatly that a state government
was selected as major Inspector genIron Mountain will be the very strongest inducement
board
will
the
they
hav-lnIn
after
volunteers.
of
eral
1899,
been made lieutenant colonel he train, arriving at Hot Springs, Ark., for them to proceed with construe
18.
tion. There are several other reasons
was honorably discharged from the on Saturday morning, March
team
at for delay; embarrassment of a num
remain
will
The
Pittsburg
Volunteer service. He was mustered
out of service In 1901 with the rank the Ozark mountain resort until ber of the big bond houses which
of colonel. The Baxne year be was April 5, a stay of 17 days. They will handle irrigation bonds; a merely
made major of the artillery corps and be working hard all that time, games temporary condition; caution in in
the regulars and yannigans vestments due to general financial
In 1908 took tho rank of lieutenant between
colonel- - In Ma roll of the some year being- a probable daily feature- - On conditions; and the fact that water
he was made brigadier general, Tibia April 5, the team will go to Little right matters have not been entirely
rank was held until October 2, 1907, Rock for Its second annual contest adjusted, a reason which is being rawhen he became major general. A with the University of Arkansas nine. pidly removed. All these men say,
From Little Rock the former pre however, that the territorial form of
year later he was selected to succeed
Major General John F. Weston in miers will move on to Chattanooga, government Is the chief cause for de
command
of the "troops in the Tenn., where on April 6 will be start lay in starting their projects. It would
ed a series of three games with tho be hard to estimate what statehood
Philippines.
Southern leaguers. After that the means to New Mexico in encouraging
Pirates will start north, being sched- irrigation alone; and our admission
GENERAL BELL IN COMMAND
uled to play at ' Columbus, 0., on this winter will mean tremendous in13.
Jan.
With
ceremonies
Manila,
April 9 and 10. The spring exhibi- crease next year in the amount of
customary to the occasion, Major tion schedule will close on Apvil 11 money expended on land reclamation
General J. Franklin Bell, former chief with a game at Dayton, 0 and on In New Mexico."
of staff, today took over the command the following afternoon the Pirates
The territorial engineer's report is
of the Army of the Philippines, re- will Inaugurate the National League
complete and detailed. It takes up
lieving Brigadier General Pershing, season at Cincinnati against Clark every phase of Irrigation develop
who has been in temporary charge Griffith's rejuvenated Reds.
ment, legal technical and financial
since the departure of Major Genand describes every project under
eral Duvall.
SALE OF RARE AMERICANA
way or completed in the past two
London, Jan. 13. A notable sale years with figures as to cost of land
of rare books and pamphlets relating reclaimed and equipment. Especial
to the early history of the United attention is given to the big projects
States and Canada was commenced in Colfax county, and none of the
at Sotheby's. Among the in smaller enterprises are overlooked.
today
IF YOU HAVE SCALP OR HAIR
Canadian items In the col
teresting
TROUBLE, TAKE ADVANTAGE
lection is a copy of the rare "Sermon
OF THIS OFFER
Occasioned by the Reduction of Que TOWN CRIER AS ARBITRATOR
bec," delivered by S. Cooper and
We could not afford to so strongly printed in Boston in 1759- A scarce Both 8ldes Used Him to Avert a
Strike In the French Town of
endorse Rexall UW Hair Tonio and Connecticut item is "The Code of
continue to sell it as we do, if we were 1650, being a compilation of the earl
not certain that it would do all we iest Laws and Orders of the General
A strike which threatened In
claim it will. Should our enthusiasm Court of Connecticut, also the ConFrance, recently, was1
carry us away, and Rexall "93" Hair stitution, or Civil Contract, entered averted in a curious way. The washTonic not give entire satisfaction to into and adopted by the Towns of erwomen of the village engaged the
the users, .they would lose faith in us Windsor, Hartford and Wesferfield In town crier, who paraded the streets
that on and after Septemand our statements, and in conse- 1638." One of the interesting
New announcing
ber 22
washerwomen would refuse
quence our business prestige would Eng'and items in the collection is a to workthe
for less than twenty-fiv- e
cents
suffer.
copy of R. Barclay's "Catechism and a day and that, In addition,
they deTherefore, when we assure you that Confession of Faith," containing the manded that their employers should
if your hair is beginning to unnatur autograph signature of Batohellor "board" them.
The "bourgeoises" of the village, a
ally fall out or If you have any scalp Bunker, who is said to have been the
few hours later, also through the
trouble,' Rexall "93" Hair Tonic will original owner of Bunker Hill.
medium of the town crier, announced
promptly eradicate dandruff, stimulate
that the washerwomen would receive
hair growth and prevent premature
LUTHERANS' ANNIVERSARY
twenty-fiv- e
cents a day, with food, as
baldness, you may rest assured that
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 13. In many demanded, but that no coffee' would
we know what we are talking about Lutheran churches
throughout this be served to them.
To this ultimatum the washerwomRexall "93" Hair Tonic is vastly section of the country arrangements
different from other similar prepara- have been made for the suitable ob- en replied by town crier that they
tions. We believe that it will do more servance of the centenary of the would work for twenty cents a day,
The "bourthan any other human agency to Rev. Emanuel Greenwald, one of the with food and coffee.
accepted the offer, and all
ward restoring hair growth and hair pioneer clergymen of the denomina- geoises"
is now lovely in
health. It la not greasy and will not tion, who .was born near Frederick,
. gum the scalp or hair or cause
perma Md., one hundred years ago today.
A sprained ankle will usually disnent stain. It is as pleasant to use For many years Rev. Mr. Greenwald able
the injured person for three or
as pure cold water.
was president of the Ministerium of four weeks. This ia due to lack or
Our faith in Rexall "93" Hair Tonic Pennsylvania, the oldest Lutheran proper treatment. When ChamberIs so strong that we ask you to try
synod in America. He also was the lain's Liniment is applied a cure may
on our positive guarantee that your founder and editor of the Lutheran be effected in three or four days. This
liniment is one of the best and most
money will be cheerfully refunded Standard and the author of many remarkable preparations In use. Sold
without question or quibble if it does books on the history of the. church. by' all druggists.
not do as we claim. Certainly we can His death occurred in Lancaster, Pa.,
offer no stronger argument. It comes December 21, 1885.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
AZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
in two sizes, prices B0 cents and $1..00
Remember you can obtain it only at
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged cure any case or Itching, Blind, Bleedour store, The Rexall Store. E. G. In the wood. Direct from distillery ing or Protruding Plies in 8 to 14
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
dayB or money refunded. 50c.
Murphey.
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Five dollars a month buys a Victor.

voices of
Five dollars a month gives you the living
the stiring music of the worlds
greaBt milftary bands, instrumental solos, duets and
songs
artists;, the popular
quartettes, by accomplished
time and
of the day the best dance music, in perfect
enouftb for dancing ; sacred music ,
rhythm and loud
of fun.
comio music; all kinds of music and all kinds
our
of
payment
easy
plan.
Come and learn particulars

.
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ASKS CONGRESS TO

AT MINING CAMP
DEPUTY
CATED

SHERIFF

INTOXI

KILLS

MAN WHO PULLED
GUN ON HIM

HELPJINK

And yoq have

it while yon are paying for it.

-

FATAU SHOOTING

Do

what $5.oo Will

We have just received the latest productions in Victor Records.
The January list includes an excellent variety of the newest and most
renowned
popular pieces, both vocal and instrumental by the most
Q
musicians of the country.

COME IN AND HEAR THEM.

WELL

INTROANDREWS
DELEGATE
DUCES BILL FOR ONE AT BUX- .

TON, SAN MIGUEL COUNTY

Washington, Jan. 13. Delegate W.
Silver City, N. M., Jan. 13. Juan
killed
H. Andrews has introduced a bill in
Galvin was shot and instantly
at Flerro, Grant county, last Saturday congress providing for the construcnight by Deputy Sheriff Wayne tion of a public well at Buxton, San
Estes, who seems to have been justiThe
Miguel county, New Mexico.
fied and acting in the performance of
reads:
bill
his duty.
"Be it enacted by the senate and
There was a dance In Fierro Satur
main
on
the
hall
the
at
house
of representatives of the United
day evening
street of the town. Galvin was one States of America in congress asof the attendants. He became very sembled, That there is
hereby appromuch intoxicated as the evening proout
of
in the trea
any
money
priated,
twice
was
Estes
Dressed, and Deputy
not otherwe
States
United
of
the
from
him
sury
remove
to
compelled
dissum
the
of one
the
wise
of
account
appropriated,
hall by force on
Fin- thousand dollars for the purpose
of
turbance which he was raising.
a
ally it became necessary to again take defraying the expense of digging
him out, and as the officer was trying public well at Buxton, San Miguel
to get him up the street and away county. New Mexico, the said well to
from the scene, Galvin pulled a gun be dug and located in range twenty-four- ,
and began shooting. The first shot
township thirteen, New Mexico
struck Estes on the right shoulder principal meridian.
and inflicted a slight flesh wound.
"Sec. 2. That the secretary of the
Estes then jumped to one side, and treasury is hereby directed to pay over
the second shot hit Cleofes Martinez, the money herein appropriated to the
who was looking on. The bullet en- treasurer of San Miguel county, to be
tered the right lung of Martinez and expended by or under the supervision
inflicted a very serious wound., al- of the board of commissioners of San
though it is thought that he will re- Miguel county for the purpose herein
cover.
described."
By thia time Galvin was partially
insane, and It was necessary that
AID FIREMEN'S FAMILIES
something be done at once. Estes
Jan- 13. One of the greatChicago,
fired three shots, all of which took
effect and produced injuries from est theatrical benefits ever seen in
which Galvin died within a few min- Chicago was given at the Auditorium
utes. Galvin, however, succeeded in theater this afternoon in aid of the
firing a third shot after Estes had fir- $250,000 fund that is being raised to
eld the families of the city firemen
ed the first time, but it went wild.
A coroner's jury was empanelled Who met death in the stockyards fire
and completely exonerated the officer. on December 22. Virtually all of the
It is not thought that any further players now appearing in the city
steps will' be taken in the matter, as volunteered their services for the
Estes was apparently justified in what performance. Every seat in the big
he did. The deceased was a young theater was sold early in the week,
man about 21 years of age and single.
He formerly lived on the Mlmbres
river, but recently had been making
his home at Hanover. Martinez is
resting easy and unless complications
DUE TO DISEASED BLOOD
ensue will get well.
Every symptom of an old sore suggests diseased blood. The inflammaBENEFIT FOR MAYER
discolored flesh, and
New York, Jan. 13. A remarkable tion, discbarge,
the fact that local applications have
actresses
and
o
actors
aggregation
no permanent effect toward healing
appeared in a revival of the
the ulcer, shows that deep down in
melodrama, "The Queen the system there is a morbid cause for
of the Highbinders," on the stage of the sore. But more convincing proof
the New Amsterdam theater this af- that bad blood is the cause for these
is furnished by the fact that
ternoon. The performance was one places
even removing the sore or ulcer by
of the principal features of the mon- surgical operation does not cure;
they
ster testimonial arranged for the always return. Nature will heal any
e
sore if the blood is pure aud healthy,
benefit of Marcus A. Mayer, the
theatrical manager. Among the but until the circulation is cleansed
well known players who gave their of all impure matter and supplied
with nourishing and plasmic qualities
services were Amelia Bingham, Bijou the infected
condition of flesh is
Fernandez, William Collier, Walter OBLIGED to remain. S.S. S. heals
Power and Charles Old Sores in a perfectly natural
Jones, Tyrone
way.
It goes into the blood, removes the
Cherry.
Marcus A. Mayer, the beneficiary impurities and morbid matters, adds
of the performance, is now an old nourishing qualities to this vital
and brings about the very con
man, but in Ms prime he probably fluid,
ditions that are
was the foremost manager in the
necessary beCertain it is that no other
fore any sore
can heal. S.S.S.
manager ever guided the destinies of
is a
so many great stars of the stage. Mr.
perfect
blood purifier,
Mayer began his career as manager
acting directly
for the celebrated Julia (Dean Hayne
on the circulaand the younger Kean, after which
tion
through
he successively directed tours of
the stomach
and
the world for such renowned celedigestive mem
bers.
use
Its
as
Edwin
makes rich , red, healthy
brities
Lawrence
Booth,
Barrett, Edwin Adams, Adelaide Neil" blood, which nourishes all flesh tissues instead of infecting them with
eon, Rose Eytinge, Jane Hardinge,
the virulent matter which keep old
IrSarah Barnhardt,
Sir Henry
sores open.
Snerial v.i, S
,
ving, M. Coquelln, Monet-SullyMary bores and any medical advice
free.
Anderson and Adelina Patti.
BWI" SPECmO CO.,
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TRADE

QNL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS
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AtUnU, Ga.

IN NEW MEXICO'

SIX COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS

-

old-tim-

MARK

Dry Goods

Groceries, Hardware,

Implements,

HAIL ORDERS

Stoves,

5IX
Vehicles
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USES-3

LAS VEGAS,

ALBUQUERQUE,

SANTA ROSA

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MaJn 227.
El

FOR THE HOLIDAY TRADE I

Brandies Whiskeys Wines
3

Star Eennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy

Apple Brandy
Apricot Brandy
5 Stars

G. H. Mumms & Co.
17

Pommery
GreatWeste

Different Brands
of Bourbon and

Sauterners

Rye, so we have

Claret
Deidesheimer
Laubenheimer

Virginia Dare

your brand. .
Niersteiner
California Brandy
Imperial Ri ne Wine
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port
Wine.
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All Holiday Brands of
Cigars

OPERA BAR
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the former minority leader of the
uouse, jonn snarp William. From
A
Washington will come Representative
I
Miles Polndexter as the successor of
Senator Piles and from Missouri
James A. Reed, democrat, to take the
Commercial failures in the United per firm of the smaller manufactur
place of Senator Warner, a republi
States during the year 1910, accord ing defaults was $8,763 the lowest
can.
for seventeen
ing to statistics compiled by B, G. average
reported
There will also be new members in
The
years,
or trading
Dun
meroanlle
&
drove the disease
the place of Senator Aldrich of
company, numbered 12,652,
from her system and keens Wlmkey
1 1
defaults of the year numbered 8 !1
Rhode Island, Senator Depew of New
with defaulted liabilities
ALREADY EIGHTEEN
amounting with aggregate liabilities of
OUT
OF York, Senator
Her
son
$74,990..
is
says
Kean of New Jersey, MOVEMENT IS INAUGURATED AT to $201,757,097. In number of fail
of the family." He would
THIRTY SEATS SOON TO BE
993, as compared with 9,524 insolven
not
be
Senators Scott and Elkins of West
without
a
bottle
in
LAS CRUCES WITH THIS END
the
medicine chest
ures
the record for the past year cies with liabilities of
VACANT, FILLED
$69,094,768 in
Virginia, Senator Taliaferro of Flor
IN VIEW
shows a decrease as
compared with 1909 and 11,272 for $91,661,957 In
ida, but the succession has not been
1909,
when
Washington, Jan.
the
number
was 12.924. 1908. As compared with both of the
determined.
of fully
Las Cruoes, N. M., Jan. 13. In and a much
two preceding years, therefore, the
we tnirty seat that will become va- Among the senators whose elections
larger decrease as comview of the fact that New' Mexico Is pared with the 1908
to succeed themselves have
cant In the senate in March have
total of 15.690. record for 1910 in this class may be
taken the
been
state in the union whir-- Wi The amount of liabilities,
as fairly favorable. Of the
only
or
are
place
are
Senator
assured
Cul no
however, regarded
filled, or the succession to
state federation of women's clubs showed an increase as
them has berson of
65 per cent were for
defaults
trading
Texas, Senator La Follette
compared with
been determined.
of Wisconsin, Senator McCumber of and that there is a possibility of the 1909, when the total defaults aggre- $100,000 or more, aggregating $17..
m
As a result of the caucus
of the
of the North Dakota, Senator Nixon of Nev general federation president. Mrs. gated $154,603,465, but a decrease as 930,662. The average per-firN. Moore, shortly visiting the compared with
smaller
Philip
member of the Connecticut
defaults
therefore
trading
1908, the total that
legislature ada, Senator Oliver of Pennsylvania, Arizona federation on
the occasion of year having been $222,315,684- - Of was $6,437.
this ween George P. McLean,
faenator Page of Vermont, Senator
goverits
annual
convention.
th
Woi the 12,652 defaults in 1910 there
The number of failures and amount
Rayner of Maryland, Senator Suthernor of the Btate in 1901 and
1902, will land of
Mrs. George W. Frenger is there 260 for
secretary,
of
liabilities last year and 1909 in
Utah
or
and Senator Clark of
$100,000
more, the
succeed Morgan G. Bulkeley.
endeavoring to organize a New Mexico aggregate liabilities of these
different
sections of the country are
Wyoming.
being
Voting in the California legislature
$103,275,788,
so that 51 Der cent of compared below:
The others of the group whose federation of women's clubs.
To this end a convention will be the defaulted
Tuesday insures Uie election of Judge terms or ornce
is umber 01 failures in New En- liabilities of the year
expire March 4 are called to
John D. Works, a veteran of the Civil fighting for
assemble in Las Cruces, New represented
2 per cent of the land, 1909, 1,095:
only
are
1910. 1.170: lia- They
war and a judge of the supreme court Senator
Carter of Montana. Senator Mexico, sometime In the near future. defaulting
firms.
The
billtles. 1910, S8.045.764: 18119 119.
average
of the state, to succeed Frank P. Flint Swanson
All
and
amount of each failure was $15,945, 384,788.
of Virginia, Senator Dupont
wno was not a candidate for
women's
cIudb
throughout
the terri- compared with $11,954 in 1909, $14,- - Number of
of Delaware, Senator Frazier of Ten
failures In
Middle
tion.
tory are eligible to attend this con- lbit In 1908 and $16,834 in 1907. Denessee and Senator Lodge of
States, 1910, 3,474; 1909, 2,989, 11a- Ohio will be represented In the sen
MRS. BARBARA BURKE and her inn. Mr VAT T V TJITDtru
vention, whether belonging to the ducting the 260
mj v .4XAW
large suspensions the bilities, 1910, $96,586,072; 1909, $58,- ate after March 4 by Atlee Pomerene,
general federation or not, and It is average liabilities of the
Mrs.
Burke writes : "Fifteen
830,281.
remaining
to be hoped, that there will be a large small
now lieutenant governor,
malaria fever and chllls. 0n the advice of a friend I took
failures was $9,749.
succeeding CONVENTION WOMEN WORKERS
isumber of failures in South, 1910.
Duffy's
and representative attendance.'
oenator Dick.
Malt Whiskev and
Fure
last
Analyzing
defaults
year's
by 2,200; 1909, 2.630: liabilities. 1910.
Tacoma, Wash., Jan. 13. Much inAll clubs will please take notice and d ranches of
The result of the primaries In In
malaria from my system and is a grand medicine for aeed
business, the returns $29,959,428; 1909, $27,874,965.
terest is manifested in the national
people
diana insures the election of John W.
immediately communicate with Mrs. show that in the
wumucu iu use n ever since, as a tonic. Mrs. Barbara
diconvention
Number
manufacturing
of
women
of
failures
in
voters,
which
Southwest,
Kern to succeed Albert J. Beveridge
George W. Frenger, General Federa- vision there were 3,280
Burke, 730 So. Liberty St., New Orleans, La.
.
has been called to meet in this
failures, with 1910, 1,069; 1909, 1.120: liabilities.
In
city tion secretary, Las Cruces. New Mex total liabilities of
his
Mr.
letter
and similar voting In Nebraska indi
Burke
n
$80,916,885.
tomorrow.
1910, $11,904,740: 1909. J9.564.2fi0.
Though the attendance ico, for further information.
and write and it is a
cates that Representative Gilbert M, will not
that I cannot write these words in gold,
compared with 3,031 failures
with
be materially laree the
Number ..of failures In Central , Duffy s Pure Malt pity
Hitchcock will succeed Elmer J. Bur
is just one of the family, a good help
liabilities
Whiskey
of
in 1909, West, 1910, 2,260; 1909, 2,605; llabili
$64,716,548
to attract much at
ering is
READY FOR THE WAVES
a
in need. Good luck to von." Vailv RnrtA
?
nett, senator Julius C. Burrows of tention expected
for
3,827
$96,82,9015
1908
in
and ties, 1910, $34,520,947; 1909, $27,560,- - Garden Theatre. New Hrleano T a
by reason of the fact that
Camden, N. J., Jan. 13. At the 2,129, for $106,640,444 in
Michigan will retire after March 4 and it will be
1907, the 267.
the first of its kind ever local shipyard of the New
g
York
Representative Charles E. Townsend held. All of
record therefore showing marked Imfive equal suffrage
the
Number of failures in Northwest.
will be in the senate in his place.
to
states Utah, Wyomiitsr. Colorado. readiness company everythinz is in provement with respect
the
1910,
1,252; 1909, 1,182;
liabilities,
for the launching tomorrow amount of liabilities
The veteran Senator Eugene Hale Idaho
and Washington will be rep of the 26,000-to1910, $10,937,668; 1909. $10,208,394.
has alwavs been and
of Maine, who has been one of the
battleship Arkansas. with the two latter years. Of these
resented. Plans will be discussed for one of
Number of failures on Paoifl
the largest warships in the
whiskey, produced without regard to expense in compliance with the
old line republicans in congress, will the formation
manufacturing defaults 158 were for coast, 1910, 1,222;
.
1
T"
of a national organiza- world. Officials
.1
fPnilirflrrlOrlte
U1 l"c iT uuus ana
1909, 1,328; lia
of the naw dTwrt. $100,000 or more,
give way to a democrat, Charles F. tion of women
urugs ct, tne doctors "Materia
j1)1""aggregating
voters,
"
Medica
dls
and
bilities,
1910,
"Pharmaconoeia
the
entirely
ment at
the
$9,802,478; 1908,
$8,
Johnston. Senator Money of Missis- tinct from
and naval offlc
in liabilities. The average 216,501.
the equal suffrage organi- ers from Washington
on drugs and medicines in the United States. Great care is
New York, Annapolis,
used to
sippi, the minority leader of the up zations
already existing, and the pub
iwve every Kernel thoroughly malted, thus producing a liquid food,
and other points will be
per house, retires to be succeeded by lication of an official
tonic and stimulant.
organ
here to witness the event
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Phil-adelph-

The Feeders
of New England

t
100 men wao
supply jNew Eingiand with food are the Wholesale
Last A.tuxnn 76 of then, went on an excursion and after
sent us a testimonial that
is very highly esteemed.
Many of these famous firms have been selling our products for 12 to 15 years
but have not heretofore inspected the pure food work.

rrv

.

returning

To the Postum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Michigan,
Greeting:
We, the undersigned, Whole Grocers of New England, desire to express our thanks and
appreciation for the courtesy, hospitalities and entertainment offered to us during our recent brief visit to Battle Creek.
We were more than pleased and gratified at the methods, cleanliness and extent of
your
works, in the production of the food products Postum Cereal, Post Toasties and Grape-NutWe need not speak of their world-wid- e
reputation and health-givinqualities, for
that is already establisheed by their popularity.
s.

"There's a Reason"

We assure you of our hearty

Webster Thomas

Co.

Rockwood Mclntyre & Co.
Martin R. Hall' Co.
Standard Grocery Company
Delano Potter & Co.
Eldridge Baker Co.
Silas Pelrce & Co., Ltd.
Chas. E. Moody & Co.
William Stearns & Co.
Boyd Balton & Co.
J. W. Roberts & Co.
Bain Brothers Co.
Empire Grocery Co.
Saville, Somes & Co.
F. M. Bill Co.
Co.
The Twitchell-ChampliC B. Smith & Bro.
Haskell, Adams & Co.
Springfield Whol. Groc. Co.
Sturtevant Merrick Co.
Chas. E. Brown & Co.
H. S. Melcher Co.
Conant Patrick & Co.
Chas. McLaughlin Co.
C. A. Weston Co.
Co.
The Twitchell-Champli- n
Co,
The Thompson-Hal- l
Steadman, Hawkes Co.
Shaw, Hammond & Carney
J. B. Donnell Co.
John Bird Co.
Woonsocket Whol. Groc. Co.
Wales & Smith Bakery Co.
The Holbrook Grocery Co.
Kimball Bros.
Murray Bros. Co.
Geo. H. Hadley & Co.
Currier Tood Co.

in your behalf and our

Boston, Mass.

continued success.
M. I. Kimball & Co.
John Cassldy Co.
Thurston & Kingsbury
Murray Bros. Co.
B. F. Leighton & Co.
Blake-Curt-

n

Springfield, Mass.

best wishes for your
Lawrence, Mass.
Bangor, Maine
Haverhill, Mass.

Co.

is

Stoneman & Grossman
Providence, R. I.
Alexander Bros.
Manhattan Whol. Groc. Co.
B. Flink & Son
Aldrich Eldredge Co.
Brownell & Field Co.
H. Midwoods Sons Co.
Robert F. Owens
Brockton, Maas.
M
E. C. Hall Co.
Fuller Holway Co.
Augusta, Maine
Allen Slade Co.
Fall River, Mass.
it
ii
National Whol. Groc. Co.
C. A. King & Co.
Worcester, "
The Daniels-CorneCo.
Johnston & Kettell Co.
S. Aisenberg & Son
Berry Dodge Co.
Newburyport, "
Dewltt Grocery Co.
Brattleboro, Vt.
Silas Peirce & Co., Ltd.
Portsmouth, N. H.
Willard H. Face
Lynn, Mass.
T. M. Bill & Co.
Lowell, "
ll

Portland, Maine

E. V.

"

Rockland,
Woonsocket, R. I.
Keene, N. H.
Lawrence, Mass.

Pitts

& Co.

James P. Galllgan Co.
Henry W. Parker
Lot B. Bates
Wm. F. Potter & Co.
Silas Peirce & Co., Ltd,
The Holbrook Marshall Co.
.Caleb B. Marshall Co.
Cressey, Dockham & Co., Inc.
Newport Paper & Groc. Co.
Momtpeller Grocery Co.

Quincy,

"

Taunton, "
Manchester, . N. H.
New Bedford, 'Masa.
Fitchburg Mass.
Nashua, N. H.
II

M

Salem, Mass.
Newport, R. I.
Montpeller, Vt

DEDICATE AN ODE

IC.
,

CLINE
HONORPO
DITTY BY LOCAL SANTA
L.

freedom from injurious substances render it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach. Its
gentle and invigorating
properties influence for '
lit LUC UUUjr, It
uuuLuiuvigau
j
makes the old
and keeps the young strong and vigorous.
,uu
,our or"KrPsi, grocer or aeaier lor Duffy's Pure
moi mhi.r.
s
you gtt the genuine. It Is sold in SEALED BOTTLES ONLY
y,'.
-- LYJ .1
in bulk. !ure
Look
I-

TO CLAIM AGENT

FOR NEXT YEAR

Witu

SAN
MIGUEL
AGRICULTURISTS
WILL BE URGED" TO COLLECT
GOOD SAMPLES

FE

EMPLOYES

The Santa Fe employee In Las Ve
One or the things that will be
gas have clipped the following poem
upon the New Mexico farm
urged
from the
era
thte
year aa of supreme import'
12.
Cline, claim agent of 'the road In this ance Is beginning- early their plana
for sending samples of their crops
city
You can talk about the tlcketmen who to the United States Land and Irrt
get it In the neck;
gation exposition In Chicago next De
You can talk about the baggagemen cember. Colonel W.
S. Hopewell of
with troubles by the peck;
But the man who gets the worst of Albuquerque, has started Che ball
it and shoulders all the blames, rolling in this direction. His action
Is the man behind the roller-towho undoubtedly will meet with the in
stant approval of the Bureau of Im
straightens out the claims.
migration.
Such action is particularly pertin
There are claims in every pigeon hole
ent In San Miguel county. The exhibit
and claims on every band;
There are claims from every quarter this county sent to the land show
could have been much more complete
of this busy, crazy land!
There's the honest ones, the foolish and comprehensive had the farmers
ones, the ones that smack of been working toward that end from
the beginning of the year. When the
"scheme,"
And they're pouring in upon him in Commercial Club of Las Vegas last
fall began gathering articles for ex
a never-endin- g
stream.
hibition it found itself unable to se
There's a claimant who is kicking cure the best In many cases.
The
farmers, not remembering the im
'cause his horses weren't fed;
There's a letter from a woman who portance of the exhibition, having
failed to save samples of their crops
has lost a feather bed;
There's a fellow who says be got a such as were desired. This year it
will be urged upon the farmers that
car of fruit Instead of beef,
And another calls the agent "a darned they plan to send to the dry farm'
ing exposition samples of the best
liar and a thief."
crops they have raised.
There's a kicker claims he drew
a box of "tacks" instead of
"booze,"
And a preacher writes he's rot a
case of "stuff" be doesn't use:
Oh, the world at large reviles him, SO DOES SORE THROAT, BRONand it calls him bitter names,
CHITIS, CROUP AND
That poor guy behind the roller-toASTHMA
who straightens out the claims.

ZTll

feel-youn-

for the trade-mar- k,
the nid r.hr.mit. nn th
,he .rk 18 nn)ken. Prlcc $K00 a argc bom
rit
ii.Kw.ucsicr, n. i ., ior doctors'
;" """J
CU booUettiubkj
and rules for health,
"Atal'testtmoiilals

E?ipiUJhiMae
;,, . 7
s?nt freel

Retail

Catarrh Goes

p

You can. easily tell by reading the
he has to bear the burden of a
'million men's mistakes;
symptoms below, whether you have
He has to pit his brain against the catarrh or not:
Offensive breath, frequent sneezing.
"bluffers" and the "fakes;"
,
And his job doesn't end with Back discharge from the nose, stoppage of
ing his now
loads, the nose, husklnesB of the voice, tick
For he baa to help bis fellow-maon ling In throat, droppings in throat, a
all the "foreign" roadscough, pain In chest, loss of strength.
Oh,

.

Prices.

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100
1,000 Iba, to 8,000
mmeh delivery, 25o par
200 Iba to 1,000 lb., ..oh
rf.llv.ry. Oo p.r
60 Iba., to 200 Iba, aach delivery 40e par
Leaa than 60 Iba., each delivery, 50c per

lb,

lbs.

:

"

x':'

aye

ISO Iba.

loo

r

lb.

100 Iba.
100 Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

........

Harvesters. Storor and Distributors at Natural Tpa tha
lasting qualities of which have made Las" Vegas famous. Office
Douglas Avenue.

p

701

THE STANDARD FOR 30 YEARS

and Pnint Specialties
New Mexico Territory Furnished
by the W. H. ROGERS CO.
of Houston, Texas.

Wnte for
,

C.ataloe

and

Prices.

If it may ta termed a science

must

include a means of presenting the
proposition to the greatest number

The
Science of
Selling

of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

Farms

OPTIC

WANT COLUMNS

never-endin- g

n

-

You can talk about the ticketmen
who get it In the neck:

Tou can talk about the baggagemen
with troubles by the peck;
But the man who gets the worst of
it and shoulders all the blames.
Is the man behind the roller-towho
straightens out the claims.
have
p

A few score of Wholesale Grocers from other sections have honored us with a visit and
written kind words which we treasure.
TAMMANY OPP08ES 8HEPARD
This space would not contain them all, so we thought best to speak only of New England in New
York, Jan. 13. Two facta In
this announcement.
the
United
States senatorshlp fight In
Name sent by Postum Co "
Generally we follow a testimonial with
this state cropped out In New York
In this case it is not necessary.
today. Tammany Hall and 'Charles F.
Murphy are opposed to Edward M.
Shepard of Brooklyn, as a successor to

"There's a Reason"

postum Cereal Company, Limited. Battle Creek. Mich.

BETTER EXHIBIT

M. Depew

Chauncey
,and Mayor
.
urges his selection.

Gay-n- or

variable appetite, spasms of coughing,
low Spirited at times, ndalnir nt
mucus, difficulty in breathing, loss of
vital force.
E. G. Murphey has a sensible remedy (money back if it fails) for catarrh, called HYOMEI (pronounced
Hlgh-o-me-)
which is a vajorized air,
so antiseptic, mat when it Is breathed
over the Inflamed and
d
membrane, it kills all' germ life, gives
relief in two minutes, and cures cafrem-infeste-

-

tarrh.

Th price, including hard rubber
pocket inhaler, is only $1.00. . The in
haler, will laat a lifetime, bo
should you need a second bottle of
HYOMEI, you can get it for 50 cents
Ask E. G. Murphey.

GROSS, KELLY
(Incorporated).

WHOLESALE MERCHANT

HIDES and

CO.
""'

v

&

mnd flaafaaa I

WOOL,

PELT&

HOUSES at East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque N. M.,
Tucumcari, N.' M., Pecos, N. M., Logan, N. M ,
Trinidad, Colorado,

'

--

I

BAM WAGONS, tho Dost Farm
Wagons made
RAGIHE-SATtLE-

Y

CO., Vehlotec

NAVAJO BLANKETS

f

rhe

. .

i

i
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the absence of direct legislation from
the constitution present a slightly
ESTABLISHED 1S7I
the
more difficult problem than
others, for the reason that Its dePUBLISHED BY
ia
or
undeslrability
sirability
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
more firmly in the convicgrounded
iaOOBFOKATBDl
tions and nourished more constantly
citi-teM. M. PADGETT, .
.Editor by the emotions of the average
demerits
or
are
the merits
than
of the others.- - The questions underlying the direct legislation problem
at the capacity of the
.Entered i t th Postofflcs at East strike directly
The
man
for
average
Laa Vegaa, New Mexico, for transmls-Io- n
heretofore discussed this
has
Optic
through the United State Mall
question at some length, but It may
aecond class matter.
not be amiss to touch once again
upon the principal objections to the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
plan.
Daily Per Year, by Carrier ....$7.50
Direct legislation, which, when ac
.65 curately considered, includes only the
Dally Per Month, by Carrier...
Daily Par Week, by Carrier .. .15
initiative, the referendum
and the recall being In principle en
weekly Optio and Stock Grower,
Per Year, by Mail..'.
2.00 tirely distinct from It, is based upon
Cix Months
1.00 at least three implied assumptions.
Advertisers
are guaranteed, the It Is assumed, first, that every man
largest daily and weekly circulation is as good a lawmaker as every other
of any newspaper in northeastern New man; secondly, that the average inMexico.
telligence of the mass is greater
than the average Intelligence of a
COLORADO TELEPHONE
selected part of the mass; and thirdcitizen Is fully
Business Office
Main 2 ly, that the average
and
appreciative of his du-- i
Editorial Rooms
....Main 2 cognizant
The first of these
a
citizen.
aa
ties
Main 2
Society Editor
assumptions is absurd on its face
and needs no disproof. The second
FRIDAY, JANUARY 13, 1911.
Is contrary to fact; and so also Is
the third. The casual thinker will
DEMOCRATIC OBJECTIONS admit that even in small assemblies
MET AND ANSWERED
Important work must be delegated to
select committees or it will never be
On the seventeenth of last Decem- properly done. So also must some
welfare of the
ber, representatives of the democratic work pertaining to the
state be delegated to the legislature.
party of New Mexico met at Santa The
man, a merchant in
Fe and considered the constitution Las Vegas, for example, will admit
that had been framed by a republi- that the average citizen is not fully
can convention. After due delibera- cognizant and appreciative of his
"no
tion, resolutions were framed em- duties as a citizen. He takes
In politics," is the way he
interest
bodying some thirteen objections to
expresses it. If thie is the condition
the proposed constitution that will bo now, when to take an interest enadopted or rejected on the 21st of tails ten minutes reading a day and
this month. For thirteen reasons the attendance at a primary not more
a year, what would the
proposed constitution is condemned. than once
be under the direct legislacondition
In view of this action of the demotion system when to take an Interest
cratic delegates, and in view of the would make it Incumbent upon every
importance to citizens of this terri- man to mould himself Into an expert
tory, irrespective of their party at lawmaker and political economist?
filiations, of the question on which The theory Is beautiful, but the prac
they will soon cast their ballots, it tice is impossible. The trouble with
is advisable perhaps to review dis direct legislation from a practical
passionately the several objections point of view is that It assumes an
promulgated and urged by the demo- ideal condition of affaire that has ho
crats and attempt to come at the basis in crass, everyday reality.
merits and demerits ot each, objec-- From a governmental point of view
tion. In this way, reasons for voting the trouble is this: The American
for or against thio constitution can form of government
distinguished
be ascertained' and In no other way. from other forma, by' a very simple
One objection to the proposed or device:
th division of the powers
ganic law Is based upon the ab of government and the distribution
sence from that Instrument of "direct of them Into three distinct
depart
legislation," "direct primaries," and ments, viz., the executive, the legislathe "advisory selection of United tive and the judicial. This division
States senators." The third of these and distribution are what give sta
objections is practically new. It was bility to this republic and promise
supported by. no considerable advoc- more for its permanent existence as
acy either before the constitutional a republic than anything else In our
'convention met or during Its ses- governmental
It pre
machinery.
sionsThe people, In other words, vents any department from encroach
did not appear to be interested in ing upon any other department and
this matter to the point of making thus maintains a balanced govern
any demand for it. It wou'd seem, ment. Suppose the initiative were
therefore, regardless of the intrinsic applicable to the federal constitution.
worth of measure in question, that Imagine that the supreme court
in advocating it now the democratic should announce a very unpopular,
convention Is finding fault with the (not unjust) opinion in a political or
proposed constitution at this time economic case. Assume an inflamed
for lacking elements that were ap condition of the public mind. The
parently not desired at the time the people would have absolute power to
instrument was framed.
overthrow the decision of the supreme
HTjo second ground of objection
court and make law that which the
the lack of a direct primary provl court had said was not law! Supeion In the constitution is one that pose, then, that the chief executive
can be easily met and answered. The should encroach upon this legislative
fact that the convention did not in- action and attempt to stop it. He
sert such a clause in the proposed could be eliminated entirely. In
fundamental law does not mean that short, the executive, judicial and legthe state legislature cannot pass such islative power would all be In one
an act as will fully provide for di department the legislative.
And
rect prlmaTles. Its absence from the that department would be composed
constitution does not preclude Its of men, viz., of all qualified voters,
presence In the pages of the statute who, experience has taught, have
books of the state of New Mexico. never been able to exercise such
It hardly appears, therefore, that this plenary powers In a manner calculatparticular objection is valid. The ed to better themselves and their
true theory of constitution makin-g- fellow men. And human nature has
accuracy plus simplicity and general not changed.
lty does not permit of the Insertion
Ah, no, direct
legislation spells
In the organic law of provisions that chaos for American states
just as
are distinctly and wholly within the surely as it spelled chaos for Greece
province of the state legislature some twenty-thre- e
hundred years
This principle is forcibly illustrated ago.
y the elementary proposition that
o
next to taxation machinery, election
"We submit that a constitution
machinery is the most difficult of all
to be amended when the manought
governmental machinery to frame,
the people is heard to that
of
date
The conditions that make election
Tribune-Citizeeffect,"
says the
laws necessary are subject to such
true. And after January 21st,
rapid change that it would be foolish Quite
to assume them to be static and so the people will have a constitution
can be amended "when the
attempt to solve the matter once tor that
of the people la heard to
mandate
a
all by
permanent constitutional
and not a constitution
effect"
that
proviF.'on.' And last, but by no means
will be a cause of laughter or
that
"least, the objection is completely
answered by the simple fact that it tears.
o
!e obviously, possible to have direct
1
Dr.
without
constitutioneither
Bulgin, the Albuquerque revivprimaries
exis a worthy exhorter. His
or
For
legislative
al
alist,
permission.
n
ol ample, it ia within the power of the language is temperate and he speaks
In prerinct committee of ..either party in softly. Like the psalmist, his heart
Re precinct 29, the City of Las Vegas, Is not haughty, nor his eyes lofty;
out to nominate by means of direct pri- neither does he exercise himself in
great matters, nor in things too high
Mu; maries'.
"
for him.
'The first 'objection above given
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At the close of business, Jan
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AT:

TAUPERT'S

85

3.800 00
973,19! 99

00
30,000 00

100,000

Surplus fund
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
National Bank notes outstanding
Due to other National banks
Due to State and Private Banks and

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

9.175 39
98,800 00
34.939 87

REPORTS

4.oo.;

western steers-cows $3.255.25.
western
New York, Jan. 13. Call money
33,341 47
nve
4,500, market steady-- to
331,453 60
Hogs
pamercantile
01
S87.99
per cent; prime
s.oa
neavy
Bulk
$7.80
7.u;
335 00
2
per cent; Mexican dollars higher.
per
19.301 50
Cashier's checks outstanding
7.90; light 7.807.85.
Sugar 115;
45. Amalgamated 64
Mut- Total...
Sheep, 1,500, market steady.
973,193 99
Northern
pfd.
Great
Atchison 103
tons a.5,g4.4u; iami
o.u8'o.4o;
or New Mexico, I
124
New York Central 111
Territory
f "
and
CorjHTT op Sas Mioubu
wethers
?45.60;
yearlings
fed
.Reading
I, E. D. Kaynolds, Cashier of the above Northern Pacific 117
western ewes 3.504.10.
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
fed
117
Pacifio
Southern
statement is true to the best of my kno wle ge 106
ana Denei.
Steel 76
Union Pacific 175
E. D. RAYNOLDS, Cashier.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Subscribed and sworn to before me this i2th pfd. 118
mar- day of Jan., idll.
Chicago, Jan. 13. Cattle 2,500,
UEU. A. r'i.iSMlNU Notary public.
lexas
Beeves
?4.85(B'.iu;
ker strong.
flETAL
Correct Attest:
western steers
steers
$4.255.50;
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. I
445
13.
Lead, dull,
New York, Jan.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
and feeders
stockers
$4.656.10;
I
H. E. HOKE.
455. Standard copper dull ; spot and
$2.65
heifers
and
cows
$3.855.90;
Silver '54
March 1212
6.50; calves $7.5010.
Foley Kidney Pills
Hogs 17,000, market weak. Light
WOOL
Are tonic in action, quick in re
$7.758; mixed $7.758; Heavy 7.7U
sults. A special medicine for all
St. Louis, Jan. 13. Wool, market
8; rough $7.707.80; good to choice
kidney and bladder disorders. Mary iinrnneerl.
Territory and western heavy $7.808; pigs $7.408.10; hulk
C. Abbott, Wolfeboro, N. H., says:
17
$7.807.80.
I was afflicted with a had case of mediums 210)23; fine mediums
:'h
13.
12
rheumatism, due to urlo acid that my 19; fine
Sheep, 9,000, market weak. Native
kidneys failed to clear out of my
$2.504.50; western J3.654.45; yearblood. I was so lame in my feet,
lings $4.305.75; lambs, native $4.75
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Joints and back that it was agony for
6.55; western $4.506.45.
101
me to atep. I used Foley Kidney
13.
Wheat, may
r.hicazn. Jan.
Pills for three days when I was able
50
96
May
Corn,
July
t get up uid move about and the
The peculiar properties of ChamJuly
51
Oafs, May 34
pains were all gone. This great July
berlain's
Cough Remedy have been
Lard
1915,''
May
34
Pork. May
change in condition I owe to Foley
tested during epidemics
thoroughly
Rib's
May 1010, of lnflu nza, and when it was taken
Kidney Pills and recommend them to 1012
July 1005.
any one suffering as I have." O. G.
in time we have not heard of a sinSehaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
gle case of penumonla. Sold by all
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
druggists.
Kansas City, Jan. 13. Cattle 2,000,
Look fo.r the Bee Hive
Market
Including 700 southerns.
For either acute or chronic kidney
On the package when you buy
steers
for annoying and ' painful
Native
$5.256.75;
disorders,
strong.
and
Tar
and
for
coughs
Honey
take Foley Kidsouthern
Irregularities
urinary
steers
southern
the
$4.756.25;
without
colds. None genuine
PillB. An honest and effective
ney
heif
cows
and
Hive. Remember
Bee
the name, cows $3.255; native
medicine for kidney and bladder disFoley's Honey and Tar and reject any ers $36; stockers and feeders $4.50 orders. O. G. Sehaefer and Red
substitute. O. G. Sehaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
5.90: bulla $45.10; calves 4.i
Cross Drug Co.
Bankers

8.15;

HONEY AND STOCKS

57.157 06

Due to Trust Companies and Sav
ings Banks
Individual deposits subject to check.
Time certificates of deroslt
Certified .Checks

2

3--

44

1--

3--8;

3--

3--

8;

1--

1--

1--

But they're too busy at tneir task
The praise of any lodge to ask,
The while they wrest from night till morn
With price of sugar, wool and corn.
But In the list the finny crew
The lodges doubtless will eschew.
No faithful lodgeman scarce could wish
To hear folks say, "He drinks like Fish."

7--

7--

7--

.

The animals within the wood
Are said to be in sullen mood.
They jealous watch The Daily Blatt
To find out whether ape or cat
Or Jocko Monk or chimpanzee
Is next to emulated be
And pointed out as creature prized
By some lodge newly organized.
Peace from the jungle sure will fade
When the next lodge's choice is made.
Like beasts, mankind has now grown leary.
Every new lodge makes us weary.
If a promoter comes to say.
"I wish the Snakes to start today."
We'll jump upon that luckless whelp
And make him loudly call for help.

th.

Jk'.

,

OS

48,341

Capital stock paid In

d

Anglo-America- n

r over two years and
has given universal satisfaction Uur
nrices the lowest possible for cash 10
cent off for cash, think of your saving.
Ha been in for

LIABILITIES.

The minx, the cat, the bat, the fox
ox.
And eke thegentle, mild-eyeWe may expect, lest some one dodges,
To see immortalized by lodges,
The bull and bear already meet
In combat at the market seat.

The government of the United States
owns the Panama canal in fee simwhen
ple. The same government,
this connecting link Is finished, will
have spent hundreds of millions of
dollars on the project. No one doubts
now, and no one will doubt then, that
Uncle Sam is the owner, proprietor
and manager of the acequia that will
blend" the calm waters of the Pacific with the more turbulent ones of
the Atlantic And yet the congress
of the United States has not yet been
able to decide whether the canal can
be fortified.
This uncertainty does not arise
primarily out of a question of military or naval policy. No such simple
questions are involved. It arises out
of our treaty agreements with England and with Panama.
About a dozen years ago John
Hay, President McKinley's secretary
of state, and Lord Paunoeforte, the
British ambassador at Washington,
burned much midnight oil In attempt
Panama
to frame an
to
be
would
that
acceptable
treaty
the United States senate and to
GreafBrltain. Finally, in December,
of 1901, the senate ratified a proposed tfe&ty that was framed by Hay
and Pairnceforte, and which contained
some -- rather valuable suggestions of
Senator
Foraker, of Ohio. Soon
thereafter, this treaty was approved
government. The
by the English
language of it that relates to the
fortjfication of the Panama canal is
somewhat ambiguous, but Senator
Foraker, in a recent letter to President Taft, points out that in his opinion this government has a perfect
trearight under the
canal as strongly
ty to fortify
as it deems admirable.
It seems unfortunate that this project, built primarily" for peaceful
uses, should require fortification. It
cannot he denied that such is the
fact. Its strategic importance needs
no comment or explanation and the
need for armed protection follows as
a matter of course.
The United States is no longer an

131

Total..

If you a Beaver chance to slam
You'll be soaked by their whole dam Dam.
If we should carry on this story
We'd run through the whole category
Of names of beasts and birds of air,
That many of our lodges bear.

GUNS!

nir

l$ll

BJH5 18
8.000 00

Exchanges for Clearance House....
Notes of other National Banks
Fractional paper currency, nickels.
and cents-.- .,
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, vis:
.
1.870.5
Specie 6.47100
Legal tender notes
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas'r
cent
of
circulation)....
(5 per

The Owls were next to take a fly
Into the range of Public Eye.
Theirs is the faculty to boost
And good men occupy their roost.
Next on the world there was turned loose,
The Loyal Order of the Moose.
It is this order's chosen plan
To help along one's fellow man.
The Beavers now are in the swim
And think their chances are not slim
To grow into a dandy bunch
Of lodgemen; That's at least their hunch.

'BY

7,

RESOURCES.
5ss.ox m
Loan and Discount
7.8HS 78
Overdrafts, leoured and unsecured. 100.010
00
secure
U. S. Bonds to
circulation
l.oiio oo
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
15.3X9
63
Bonds, securities, etc
5.5(10 00
Banking house furniture and fixtures..
lit.378
owned
ii
Other real estate
Due from National Banks (not re-3.374 S3
'"werve airenw)
Due from state and Private Banks
( and Bankers. Trust Companies, and
1.370 31
SaTinirs Banks
Due from approved reserve agents.. 184,73 46
- 3.418 68
Checks and other cash items

The Eagles came on fearless wing,
The praise of F. O. E. to sing
And bring good fellowship to all
Who gather with them in their hall.

1

mm msnoUNT SYSTEM

OF LAS VEGAS. N. M..

So many lodges now bear names
Of beasts and birds of various fames
They'll soon exhaust, we plainly, see.
The whole doggone menagerie.
First came the Elks, these -- joHy men.
They picked the monarch of the glen
To be their patron, tronr and bold.
They wear his image, cone- in gold,
The symbol that makes funny 'Shrills
Go through the hearts of "Hello Bills." .

fair-minde- d

of

RepOTTWr

The First National! Bank

Noah's Ark Up to Date

n

1

-

January Clearance of Women's

COBB.

Isolated nation. It Is inextricably involved in all matters that interest
many other world powers. With the
growth of its interests and Influence
and their constantly widening complexity is a growth of the chance of
armed conflict with other nations.
The centre of international commerce
Is rapidly changing to that part of
the world whose shores are washed
by the waters of the Pacific ocean.
Probably the future wars in which
the world powers will be engaged
will be in that part of the world
also. From this point of view the
Panama canal Is of vital Importance
to this government
While the breach of an
treaty is to b deplored,
nevertheless it Is to be earnestly
hoped that such an undertaking of
the terms of the
compact will be reached as will enable the government of ' t)he United States to fortify its own property
to such an extent as will make It
absolutely safe and sure for the use
of this country and Its allies In the
event of war.
Anglo-America-

n

o

THE OPPOSITION
The Hagerman Messenger, a democratic weekly that Is opposed to the
constitution, is filling its columns with
contributions that are wonderful to
behold.
One of the latest is from
the pen of a member of the fair sex.
As Is' to he expected, It hopelessly
confuses many things particularly
the initiative and the referendum.
The militia provision too, seems ' to
stir up the wrathj of this fair contributor. Referring to section 1, of
Article XVIII, she cries, "Will any
mother read this article, and If she
does, has she a boy? If so then with
all your .might strike a blow In his
defense. It is true you. can't vote,
but can you hot say some word or
do something that will tend in some
way to defeat a constitution that lias
the power to take your hoy from
against his and your will and" compel
him to go to war and fight some other
poor boy who has no more interest
at stake than he himself has?" .
Isn't it harrowing, Gwendolyn?

Suits, Coats, Dresses, Muslin
Underwear and Silks
MANHATTAN SHIRTS FOR MEN

Sale of Silks 'Manhattan
Rummage
Messaline and
Per
Off on

Off
All Huslin

Underwear
Snow White Gowns,
Petticoats, Chemis e s ,
.

Drawers,

Cent

10

Combination

Suits, and Corset

Plain Silks-

China,

'

i.f.r..

Shirts for
Hen

-

'i

Any woman who want3 silks will appreciate
this opportunity.
They ., are here in stock
how splendid their values you will see for
yourself.
Debutante Silks, Shu Sun and Persian

These shirts do not fade
Shirts, 14 to 17, $2.89
$3.00 Shirts, U to 17, $2.10
$2.50 Shirts, 14 to 17, $1.90
$3.50

h

, . ;
Silks, worth 65c, our price
Shan-Tun- g
and Moharah Silks, regular
value 65c, our price;
v.'.
All Silk Crepe De Chine, all shades,
regnlar $1.00 value, our price, per yard
75c and 85c Silk Poplins, plain and fancy patterns
sale price
$1.25 Silk Poplins and Changeable Messalines,
27 inches wide, sale price

45o

27-in-

To Clean Up the Balance
of Our Suits, Coats

$2.00

Shirts,

14

to 17,

$1.58

Shirts, 14 to 17, $1.20
Made better and fuller.
Wear better than other

$1.75

89c
62o
89c

makes.

Extra Specials Offered in
Our Ladies' Shoe Dep't.
to $4.50 Shoes

$3-5- 0

and Dresses

39o

at $3.98

One lot of fine grade shoes including1, patent leather colt, suede top, patent kids, tans
and vici kid leathers, in sizes 2J to 6.

We offer your choice at 33
(None held in reserve)

dls-cou- nt

Silks or Wool Dresses, Jackets,
Suits and Coats
From 14 Years Misses to 42 Bust for Women

55-5- 7
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STORE
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E. Las Vegas.
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$3-5- 0

to $4.50 Shoes

Extra Pine Shoes

$3.50

at $2.98

to $5.00 Per Pair.

Fur and Ribbon Trimmed Top House
with heels 2 to 7J,worth $1.50, special $1.20
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Cold mornings and nigh'ts 1
means colds, and colds mean

that ' 'disagreeable feeling
that makes life miserable; to
obviate which the
--

"

A. D.

Our Annual

PERSONALS

OF WINTER-

8.

GOLD and GRIPPE REMEDY

is a panacea. No cold remedy known brings about surer
or more certain relief. No
family should be without a
box of A. D. S. Cold and
Grippe Remedy. 25c box at

January

Attorney Charles A. Snlesa returned
last nfght frpmi a brief business visit
to Santa Fe.
bl'W. Veale. a Santa Fe auditor.
is here on business. HU headquarters are in Topeka.
Sheriff Secundino Romero returned
last night from a visit to Santa Fe.
Mrs. Romero accompanied him home.
Mr. T. R. Stewart of Pecos, is here
ton a shopping and visiting trip. She
is the wife of the Pecos forest
G.

I Kahle, a Wells Fargo

Of Rugs, Linoleum and

Portiers, Couch Covers
and Lace Curtains for

CLEARANCE

ONE WEEK ONLY
Ending Saturday Night, Jan. 14,

official

1911

SALE

for Alex Smith, 8 ft 3 by 10
ft. 6 Axmlnster
Kugs, wortn za.ou
-

19.80

district, is here from his
headquarters in Trinidad, looking af
official business

JANUARY

Sale

of this

ter

'tigii

to tzi w.
90 tnr Dennndnn. 9 ft. bv

91

affairs- -

12

ft.

tieaw Axminister kuks. orm
127.50.
Margafito Romero will go tomor
MS ftl fni-- Alov Smith. 9 bv 12 ft.
row to An'tdncliico, where in the eve- WINTERS DRUG! CO.
Uxtra Axmlnster itugs, worm
nine he will deliver a speech in favor
$29.50 to $36.00.
Phone Main 3
of the adoption of the constitution.
$25.9f for the $35.00 Supeiior Rugs
size 9 by 12 ft.,
patterns
Sostenas Delgado, a resident of
Off
ALL OTHER RUGS at
Chaperlto,.-wain Las Vegas today
marked prioes.
the
from
regular
He
shopping, and visiting friends.
680 square yd. for heavy printed
says Chaperlto got a good rain last
Linoleum.
night "
98c square yd. for Tile Inlaid Lin
oleum.
Jacob Gross of the Gross Kelly
15 Off for All Lace Curtains, Por
company, arrived in the city this af
tiers and uouon uovers.
ternoon from his home in St. Louis.
He will be here a short time looking
after business affairs. He is the guest
of Harry Kelly.
Miss Bertha Sundt, who has been
BEEF
here several weeks visiting her
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
PORK
M.
M.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sundt,
parents,
left this afternoon for Denver, where
MUTTON
she will resume her studies in Denver University.
VEAL
Albino B. Gallegos and his son,
CHICKENS
Adelaido, returned today to their
home in Los Conchas, after a short
HAMS AND
visit here- - Adelaido has been comBACON
pelled to give up his work in St
MIchael'f Pjlege, Santa Fe, because
of trouble Xf'fth his eyes.
Fred Gever returned this after
JOHN. A. PAPEN
noon to h.if home in Springer, after
JANUARY 15 SANTA
BEGINNING
having spent a short time here on a
PHONE 144 AND 145.
SEND RED BALL
WILL
FE
visit. Mr. Geyer and his father, J.
MAIN LINE
OVER
TRAINS
J. Geyer, formerly of Las Vegas, are
store
a
drug
successfully conducting
In Springer.
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CERTIFICATE-

Territory

OF

COMPARISON
ed for a period of two years, the
Office third class of four members shall be

of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record In this office at Three o'clock p.
m., on the Twenty-nint- h
day of December, A. D. 1910, Substitute Articles
of Incorporation of Montezuma Col- leSe, No. 6644, and also, that I hare
compared the following copy of the
same with the original '"thereof now
on file, and declare it to be a correct
transcript therefrom and of the whole
thereof.
Give unler my hand end the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico
at the City of Santa Fe. the Capua;
en this Ninth dy of January, &. D.

COMING ATTRACTIONS

WAIST

-

of New Mexiccj.

I

elected for a period of three years,
the fourth class of four members shall
be elected for a period of four years,
and the fifth class of four members
shall be elected for a period of five
years; and thereafter, all members of
the said board of trustees shall hold
their office for a term of five years,
respectively, or until their successors
are elected and qualified, and the annual election of trustees made necessary by this section, shall be held on
on the first Tuesday after the first
Monday of February of each year, but
at all times, a majority of the said
board of trustees shall be residents of
New Mexico, and said board shall have
power to fill any vacancy among Its
members from persons having Che
same qualifications.
ARTICLE VL
The names and post office addres
ses of the trustees of this corpora
tion are as follows,
John R. Gass, Albuquerque, New

THE
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SHORT

THE

RESTAURANT
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AND
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ALWAYS

OBTAINABLE

DIRECTORY

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

to meet his show girl, the son to meet
"THE GIRL IN THE TAXI"
more than 200 con- "the girl in the taxi" and the nephew
With
a
of
record
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I
secutive performances in Chicago and to meet the same woman, having in- I. O. B. B. Meets every first TuesRegular communi150 performances In Boston as a re- tercepted the note sent to the son by
day of the month in the vestry
cation first and
commendation of its great popular ap- the beautiful Mlgnod. All the ap-rooms of Temple' Monteflore at 8
third Tbursda ln
peal, "The Girl in the Taxi," that pointmelts are to be kept in private
p. m. Visiting brothers are
o'clock,
each month. Visitlaughable sensation of melody and dining room No. 6 at Churchill's Cafe.
inivted. Isaac
Appel,
cordially
cor
brothers
ing
mirth comes to the Duncan tonight to
The second acts shows this locality,
Chas. Greenclay,
President;
H. Stapp, W.
William
invited.
dially
enliven the present theatrical season. with the irate husband of Mignon, fu- M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
The piece is an adaptation from the rious over her failure to meet him and
LA 8 VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
orignial German of Anthony Mats, by anxious alike for her safety, having a lull.
TEMPLAR--Regul- ar
KNIGHT8
Stanislaus Stange, Its vogue was made bite to eat and a desire to sleep off
NATHAN JAFIW,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
in Berlin, where it was first produced the effects of his drinking. A general
conclT second.
Secretary of New Mexico.
Thursday ln O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
by the emperor himself, he being Im unmasking of the petty hypocrisies
By Edwin F. Coard,
Tuesday in each month at
building. Visiting members are cor
Optic's Number, Main 2.
Assistant Secretary.
Masonic Tsuiple at 7:30 p. m. CD
moderately 'fond of the works of this practiced by all follows, and the act
dially invited. W. X Tipton. G. K.;
E. P. Mackel. F. S
Boucher, S. C; Charles Tamme.
ATE8 F6R CLASSIFIED ADVER dramatist. In a French guise it also closes with the angry perfumer deCertificate of Incorporation of
became the gensation of Paris on its manding that the police be called for
tiecorder.
TISEMENTS
Montezuma College .
LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1
i. O. O. f
Five cents per line each Insertion production there at the Palate Royal the arrest of his wife. One of the
LA8 VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
Know All Men by These Presents: Mexico.
Meets every Monday evening at
to
Is
The
said
theatre.
Mars
Las
Norman
New
show
of
comedy
Estimate tlx ordinary words to
the
Vegas,
Skinner,
banker,
line
girls, companion
ARCH MASON 8 Regular convoca
That we John R Gasg Norman Skln.
their hall on Sixth street. AlA visitMexico.
Ne ad to occupy less space than two lend itself admirably to an English bearing a remarkable resemblance to ner, Jefferson
tion first Monday ln each
A.
Raynolds,
George
ing Brethren cordially livited To atJefferson Raynolds, Las Vegas, New
lines. All advertisements charged will reduction and Mr. Stange has preserv- Mignon Is then placed under arrest PlemlnK. Frederick H. Pierce. Henrv
month at Masonic Temple,
tend, SIg Nahui, N. G.,; Carl Werta,
be booked at space actually set, with ed much of the smart dialogue and by the policeman who discovers that G CoorS( Jameg H stearnSi who Mexico.
at 7:30. p m. M. R. WilV. O.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary;
A.
New
Las
ut regard to number of words. Cash brilliant epigrams, with all of the good u is nie own wire, not me periumer s. ftl(rn thliJ
Vegaa,
George
Fleming,
,, n. mhnm
nnA
liams, H. P.; Chas. H.
W.
E. Crites, treasurer: C. V. Heaa-coc. Mexico.
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2, humor of the distinguished German
The third is even more complicated ar. cltlze9 of tne Unlted stateB
Sporleder, Secretary.
cemetery trustee.
writer.
Frederick H. Pierce
Las Vegas,
than the first two. Two angry wives realdent9 of New Mejdoo as Bhown
DORADO
EL
LODGE
NO.
1,
The scenario in Mr. Stange's adap must be appeased, an irate husband b
New
Mexico.
ffl
addresses herein- KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODtation, has for its locale. New York subjugated and Alexis, the head-waitHenry G. Coors, Las Vegas, New
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
ma
after
associated
have
every
Monday
WANTED Every lady and gentle city. It deals with the escapades of of Churchill's Cafe, but now butler for 0UrBelvea
Mexico.
e
the second and fourth TuesMeets
to
desire
and
Castogether
evening ln
man In Las Vegas to try box ball,
James H. Sterns, Las Vegas, New
Mignon, the pretty wife of a New Jer
banker's household, taken care of.
each month ln the W. O. W.
of
for the purposes of estal-A- ll
days
tle
Hall
Visiting
. leamln- sey perfumer, fond of visiting the Gay
this is accomplished, the act mov- - lslu
, Mexico.
hall at 8 p. m. Christopher Clay,
corare
Knights
.WANTED Man or boy to do chores White Way for a good time. Her pro-- 1 ing with celerity. A cast of unusual
Hon. William H. Pope, Roswell,
a
under 8e(
Worthy Advisor; Geo. Laemmle,
dially Invited.
for his board. See Dr. Kaser, clivity for flirting leads her into em. excellence has been provided, lnclud- New Mexico.
462 to 466 lncluslve of
0on
Clerk. Visiting neighbors are corCom.
Geo.
A.
' Crockett Building.
Fleming,
James G. MoNary, El Paso, Texas.
barrassing entanglements with a Mr. ing Bobby Barry, Harry Hanlon, Geo.
tne
invited.
plle4
Recdially
of
Terrltory
Keeper
Watson: Bertie the callow son of a Richards. Dick Bartlett. Chas. Pierson,
.
.
,
J. S. McTavish, Magdalena, New
1897
Mlco
an(.
ords
and
Seal.
'
rich banker, and the banker's Phila George Winfield, Victor Royal. Pearl
Mexico.
tlona rf the
of
DENTISTS.
Xerrltory of William
delphia nephew, a married man, who, Sindelar. Helene Salinger. Ceclle Bre- - New Mexlco
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KIDNEYS

Make Your
Order Kidneyi Act Fine

WHO ARE NEAR

DARK HORSE
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An eouec eme rait
1

A prompt cure awaits
every man or
woman who takes
Diuretic for
Papes
a lame back or
kidney or. bladder
trouble.
The moment you suspect any kid
PRESIDENTS OF A THIRD OF
THE ney or urinary disorder, or feel a dull
LARGER SYSTEMS ARE
constant back ache or the urine Is ADAMS AND THOMAS
AVOWED
thick, cloudy, offensive or full of sediOVER SIXTY
CANDIDATES
TO SUCCEED
ment, irregular of passage or attend
HUGHES OF COLORADO
ed by a sensation of scalding, begin
Apropos
of the retirement
of
James T. Haraban from
taking Pape's Diuretic as directed,
the presi- iwth
Denver, Jan. 13. The eighteenth
the knowledge that there is no
dency of the Illinois Central this
week
other remedy at any price made any general assembly of Colorado, which
on account of
reaching the age limit,
.
a curious and noteworthy where else in the world which will ef is now in session, must elect, if it
circumstance that the executives of fect so thorough and prompt a cure. can, a United States senator to suc
Pape's Diuretic acts directly upon ceed the late Senator C. J. Hughe3, Jr.
.uuy one-tnirof the largest
the kidneys, bladder and entire urinOut of respect to the distinguished
systeme in the United Statesrailway
will ary
system; cleanses, vitalizes and Colorado senator who has just passed
have reached the age limit for
active
service and must retire at some time regulates these organs, ducte and away, the legislature will take no acglands and completes the cure' within tion towards the selection to fill the
or other during the next
Ave years. a
few days.
of
Many
vacancy before next week.
those officials now are well
Misery in the back, sides or loins,
While the same delicacy prompts
Past 60 and the retiring age on
many sick headache, nervousness,
lines is fixed at 65.
candidates for the honor
weakness,
prospective
However, some
easily fatigued, rheumatism pains, from opening the poltical game forof the larger systems have not
yet Prostatic trouble, heart palpitations.
mally, their names are being diseas
adopted age limits.
dizziness, sleeplessness, inflamed or ed and their chances to land the,
Among the president of bte.
puffy eyelids, bilious stomach, lack of prize.
terns who are more than 60
years old energy and all symptoms caused
Former Governor Alva Adams of
by
are the following:
slusreish. disordered ' kidneys, eimply Pueblo, through his brother and man"aluv jvicurea, of the Pennsylvania, 62; George B. Harris, Burling vanish. Uncontrollable urination (es ager, Senator William H. Adams, has
at night), smarting and dis- let it be known that he will try for
ton,
E. P. Ripley, Santa Pe. 65 pecially
colored water and other bladder mis- the snatorshlp. This is sufficient to
T- Jeffrey, Denver & Rio Grande
ends. The time to cure kidney formally place him in the race and to
67; G. F. Baer, Reading, 63; Milton ery
trouble la while it is only trouble
begin to make his permanent alignfemith, Louisville & Nashville, 62, and
before
it
settles
into
11
ILL
U3,
dropsy, gravel,
A. J. Earling, Milwaukee, 61.
Lucius diabetes or
Brlght'g Disease.
Although Mayor Robert W. Speer of
Tuttle, 64, retired from the Dres!
Your physician, pharmacist, banker Denver is generally expected to be a
dency of the B. & M. a few months
or any mercantile agency will vouch candidate, when the proper time
ago, and Marvin Hughitt, 73, retired
til ATI 7P1
for the responsibility of Pape, Thomp rxrxa n rt nnn 1. n a Vdl TlOOTl
as head of the Northwestern.
son
& Pape of Cincinnati, who pre- to speaa tor mm.
ine nmjui o
A number of active heads of
large pare Pape's Diuretic 50 cent treat- one of the closest personal and politic-railroads, however, still are under ment sold
by every druggist, in the al friends of Senator Hughes. He s
60, among them: Robert Lovett, Har-world.
regarded by many as the latter's loriman imes, 50; C. M. Hays, Grand
successor.
gical
Trunk, 54; F. A. Delano, Wabash, 47;
Gerald
Hughes, eldest son of the
W.
Brown, New York Central, 57;
late senator, ia also being talked of
C. S. Mellon, New Haven, 59; How-arstrongly for his father's seat, and
Elliott, Northern Pacific, 50; L.
Mayor Sneer may throw all his
W. Hill, Great Northern, 3S; B. L.
gento him. It Is said, however,
strength
There are twelve thousand union
WInchell, Frisco, 52; S. M. Felton,
not
the
Mr.
take
that
'
Hughes might
Great Western, 57, and George Gould, bill posters.
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We Have Appointed the COORS LUMBER CO.

Our Sale Agents for the

"YANKEE GOAL"

d

Coal consumers will now be
able to get from them a superior
grade of clean Lump, Egg and
Pea Coal, free from soot or

v--

t;

!1 11

New equipment

1

and we are prepared to always furnish
good, clean coal. Give them an order
for a ton today and be convinced of the
superior burning qualities of the
uine "Yankee Coal".
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Fresh Stock

Old Misson
Flower
Apples, Winter
Casabas, Fancy Navel Oranges, Bell
Nellis Pears, Stayman Wine Sap Apples, Columbia Pears,
Roman Beauty Apples, White Winter Permain Apples, Extra
Fancy Ganos and Baldwin Apples, Jumbo Bananas, Imported
and Domestic Figs, Black and Persian Dates, Fresh Cocoanuts
and a largs variety' of

Florida Grape Fruit, California

'

Tangerines,

California, Rio Grande Valley and Local
Vegetables at

BOYE NEEDLE THREADER

LOCAL NEWS

Will Thread a Netdle iu the Dark

"Kid" Moore began working in

the

Opera bar today.
barber shop.

PATCNTKO

When you have absolutely nothing
else to do, try box ball bowling.

White Cleaned Oats
Bran Corn' Corn Chops
and
"OUR PRIDE

FLOUR"

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

131.

clerk of the probate court, is sending to the election
boards of the various precincts chosen at the recent special meeting of
the board of county commissioners official notice of their appointment together with the poll books, and official ballots. These boards will officiate at the election for the adoption
of the constitution a week from tomorrow. The poll books and ballot
boxes used at the recent election for
justices of the peace and constables
are coming in from the county precincts. At a special meeting to be
held next week the county commissioners will canvass the vote and declare the winning candidates elected.

every
Shop.

Next week we will begin- - giving
cash prlzea for the highest e cores
made at bowling.
,

C. Warrick, who is employed in the
the Santa Fe freight dgpot, is ill and
Charles Farley has purchased the
unable to be at his work.
Opera bar from Ted Long, who has
been its owner for several months,
Best service in the city and finest and has taken over the management
meals for the price asked for are of the business. Mr. Long has not
furnished patrons of the White announced his plana for the future.
Kitchen- - Meals 25 cents.
Mr. Farley will continue torun the
opera bar as a first class saloon, conDr. Frank H. H. Roberts will occupy tinuing the business on the same
the pulpit at the First Baptist church lines as it has been conducted since
Sunday at both the morning and even- its opening. The bar was run for
ing services. The publio is cordially several years by D. L. Chambers.
invited to be present.
Later Ted Long became associated
with Mr. Chambers. When the latter
Boots and shoes made to order for died in April last, Mr. Long purchascripples a specialty. My old custom- ed a controlling interest in the
ers and the public are generally invited to call and see me. Joe Martin E21 Sixth street.
There 1b considerable discussion
among the merchants and clerks as to
Congregation Monteflore will hold whether the stores will be closed all
their annual meeting next Sunday af or part of election day, January 21.
ternoon at the temple. Officers for Governor W. J. Mills has issued a
the ensuing year will be elected and proclamation declaring that day a leother business transacted.
gal holiday. However, It falls on Saturday, which is always a busy day
Last evening the democratic coun
of the regular Sunday closing
closing
ty central committee held a meeting of the stores. The half-dain the office of A. A. Jones In the idea has many adherents. The matCrockett building. It Is understood ter will be decided In the near future
the democrats took no action toward and announcement made as to the observance Qf the day.
opposing the constitution.
y

ESTABLISHED. 1870

The

First Rational Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico,
First National Bank Building, 6th St.
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS. President
E. D. RAYNOLDS. Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
A general banking business

transacted.
Interest paid on time deposits.

Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

OUR CUT ROSES
Are the best we have ever had
Now selling again at the old price
of $1.25 per dozen

Arthur D. Hazlett, who quit rail
roading some time ago to give per
sonal supervision to the Parisian
Cleaning works, which he purchased
several weeks ago, is again working
as night yard master for the Santa
Fe. The cleaning works is being conducted by competent workmen.

dolThree hundred and eighty-fiv- e
lars in back pay Is coming to Marcos
Archuleta, a veteran of the Civil war
who resided in Rowe, according to notice that has been sent Mm from
Washington. Mr. Archuleta has been
notified that he is to receive a pension at tbe rate of $12 per month
from April 16, 1908, and at the rate
of 15 per month from December 24,
1910.

Swift's Premium

The Best on Earth

Coffees and Teas

Hams 25c per lb

Meets the demands of all classes, rich and poor, high and low,
inasmuch as they are good, pure, wholesome drinks, at comparatively a. moderate cost.

,

Acting City Marshal E.

C.

Ward

says the boys and girls are becoming
an annoyance to pedestrians by skating on the sidewalks in the down town
districts. He says the police have
no objection to roller skating on the
walks in the resident portion provided they are careful and no protests
are registered by people on whose
A meeting of the Hebrew Ladles walks the children execute their dutch
Benevolent society will be held at the rolls and other stunts. However, the
home of Mrs. C. Rosenwald on Mon rule against skating down town will
day afternoon January 16 at 2:30. All be enforced strictly.
members are urgently requested to be
present An Interesting program of The Orientals will play their first
three numbers arranged by the presi- game of the season on the evening
dent will be a feature of the
of Saturday January 21 in Santa Fe

Las Vegas Greenhouses Hams and Bacon
Store on Center Street
Phone, Main 462
Our Chase and Sanborn's High Grade

Bacon

To see it is to like it,
To drink it is to enjoy it
To speak of it is to praise it

We

32c by the

side, 35c by lb.

slice our bacon by hand

therefore it does not dry out

when they will meet the Athletics,
the fast basketball
aggregation of
that city. Arrangements for the
game were completed yesterday. Ten
men will be taken with the team and
William Springer will act as manager
and chaperon. The Orientals
have
been practicing faithfully In the ar
mory and are in good condition for
the game.
This evening Dr. Frank H. H. Rob
erts, president of the New Mexico
Normal University, will give his lecture "Humor and Pathos in Travel"
for the benefit of the Altar Society
of Church of Our Lady of Sorrows.
The lecture will be given in Mackel's
hall' and will be illustrated with a
stereopticon.
The total registration for the election January 21 will be heavy as is indicated by the registration
books
which are being sent In from the
county precincts to the office of Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the probate
court. The books are arriving reg
ularly and all will be in within the
next two days.
This morning at 9 o'clock in the
church of Our Lady of Sorrows occurred the marriage of Miss Carlotita Lopez and Juan Lucero. A considerable
number of the friends and relatives
of the young couple witnessed the
ceremony. r The bride and groom were
attended at tbe altar by Mr. and' Mrs
Nazarlo Lopez. i
:
;
1

We ask you to give Chase and Sanborn's coffees and teas a
trial and be convinced of their merits as luxurious and beneficial

drinks.

The Graaf & Hayward
-

Co. Store I.

Chase and Sanborn's Sole Agency.

Ludwig Wm. Ilfeld

I

STEARNS

PURE THINGS TO EAT

Opens Tomorrow, SaU

January 14

We have divided our suits into two lots, at
first lot at $9 75
prices $9.75 and
$i3-5o-th- e

Lorenzo Delgado,

Clean, hot towel, each and
shave, at Sanitary Barber
Nagle & Buhler.

Timothy

nm. ii m.
etc. i m
Simple, durable, ftntomatlo.
needle
itself even In the dark.
It threads any
Most valuable or an attachments,
klotwlstlnff. bltins or euttlna thread.

This la "Friday theThirteenUC
Have you been more than usually

J. E. Cyrene, a car clerk for the
Santa Fe, has resumed work after a
short vacation.

H&jy

We have in stock needles for any
Bob-biusewing mochine made. Also
Shuttles and Belts. Phone
Main 379.

s,

'ovr

will publish something that
can't fail to interest you in these

columns tomorrow.

Jk

Nol-ette'- s

Automobile, carriage and sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

B.-- We

Needle

WriT

Threader

All high grade tonics used al

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY
N.

A Wonder Worker for 25c

Change of program Crystal tonight

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you." At the Lobby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon

at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

consists of all sizes and varieties of colors in
men's and young men's suits.

DEPLORE DEATH OF
BANKER

JANUARY

SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL'S DIREC
TORS ADOPT RESOLUTIONS

the lot at $13.50 we will give you your
unrestricted choice of any suit or overcoat in
Of

at this

the house

price.

OF RESPECT

The San Miguel National bank held
its annual meeting yesterday. A large
amount of routine business was attended to. The following resolution
was presented by Frank Springer,
of the bank, and was
unanimously adopted by the directors :
"WHEREAS, it bas pleased the
Supreme ruler of the Universe to remove from among us our friend and
associate, Francis Barnett January,
assistant cashier of this bank; therefore be it
"RESOLVED, that the directors of
the San Miguel National Bank of
Las Vegas desire to place upon record their sense of the great loss
whicb the community has sustained
in the death of one who was, in the
best and highest sense of the term, a
model citizen; and of the far greater
loss to us, with whom he had been
in close business association for a
quarter of a Century.
"His relation to us was not merely that of an employee, but of a
trusted official and friend, In whose
ability, fidelity, and devotion to the
interests of this bank we implicitly
relied. No more faithful, intelligent,
and zealous service was ever given
to a financial institution than was
received from him, continuously from
the day he entered the bank, twenty-fiv-e
years ago, until his last . short
illness.
"We tender to the surviving members of his family our deepest sympathy in their bereavement.
"In recognition of the value to this
bank of the exceptional services
rendered to it by Mr. January during
so long a period, it is the unanimous
sense of the directors, and It is so
ordered, that the comfort of his widow, and the education of his children, shall be one of its concerns;
and that to that end the president
and cashier are authorized, in their
discretion, and for such time as they
deem necessary, to pay to Mrs. January, from time to time, such sums
as may be sufficient, when added to
the income from the investments left
by him, to provide for these objects
during the minority of his children.
"It is further directed that a copy
of this resolution, signed by the officers of the bank, be transmitted to
Mrs. January."
Henry Goke, one of the directors
of the bank, was unable to be present. The directors voted to have the
following entry made in the record
of the meeting:
"The directors of this bank here
assembled at the annual meeting
have learned that our fellow director,
Mr. Henry Goke, Is unable to attend
the meeting on account of Illness. We
desire to convey to him In this way
a message of good cheer and to ex
tend to' him our hope of his speedy
recovery and resumption of his seat
among us.
"It is directed that a copy of this
entry be transmitted to Mr. Goke to
day."

25 per cent discount on children's clothing. Slaughter prices on men's trous-

ers and underwear.
inspection.

We invite your

nt

BARGAINS

GREEN BERGER
"A Square Deal"

IT IS A PLEASURE FOR
US TO SHOW OUR GOODS

You furnish
the girl
and we'll

Quality is
"

furnish

the thing

that counts

the house

JOHNSEN
Phone Main

J. C.

258

& SON,

!'

625 Douglas Avenue.

The Modern

THREE

Method of Ironing
Shirts

HOLLARS

THREE DAYS

is the "press machine"," method,
the process we use In '', our
; iJLl
laundry.
.By this system you"- - shirt
bossoms are ironed without
friction, motion, or undue wear
from any cause. The shirt
bossoms are placed upon the
flat, softly padded i Ironing
boards and presses against the
steam heated Ironing plate
bring held there until ironed
i nd dry.
There is no motion, so no
stretching and no pulling" of
your shirts. They keep ' their
better
and 'wear
shape
longer. And our process gives
a handsome domestic ,i finish
that even hand ironing cannot
Continued patronage
equal.
will prove to you tha we both
make your linens looks, .better
and wear longer.

STRICTLY CASH
20 lb. Sugar $1.00
8 barsTeepeeSoap25cV
3 lb. Y. M. C. Coffee)
75c
25 lb. Greely Potatoesx
)
50c.
1

lb. Unrivaled

Tea 50c.

'

All

fnr
cr
UJ

Tapf

)

SPECIAL SALE
For Three Days Only
MONDAY, TUESDAY,

Jan.

16, 17, 18,

WED.

at

BOUCHER'S
THE COFFEE MAN

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.
NOTICE,

TONIGHT

STOCKHOLDERS
MEETING

The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Agua Pura cpmpany of CRYSTAL
THEATRE
20 Misses and Childrens' Coats
Las Vegas, will be held in the office
$3.50 value, now
$2.50 of the company at Las
Vegas, New
12 Misses and Childrens' Coats
Mexico, Monday the twenty-thir- d
day
MOVING PICTURES
4.50
$6.00 value, now
of January, 1911, at S o'clock p. m. for
20 Woman's Coats $6.00 value
the election of directors and to trans4.50 act
now
any business that may come beProgram changes Sunday,
15 Woman's Coats, $10. value.
fore the meeting.
Monday, Wednesday
7.50
now
P, H. PIERCE, Secretary.
and Friday
200 Women's and Misses' Knit
January 6, 1911.
Mittens, 35c to 60o value, now. .20
'SO Women's and Childrens'
Knit Mittens 35c to 50c value,
I
20
now
1...
Just In a beautiful line of Tailo
Made Woman's and Misses Skirts
latest styles at very low prices, also
300 Men's and
Boys' hats nobby
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.; .Steam Coal.
styles, these were drummers earn
'
p'es and will close out at 33 3 pe
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
cent off.

cSfe LUMP

SCREENED

':

Romero Mercantile
DEPARTMENT 8TORE.

- Co.

r

D.

m

Foot of Main St.

CONDON

Phone Main 2 1

